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Ripe For Suggestion:
Contemporary Japanese Horror
By Sara K. Ellis

Over the past several years, the Japanese horror (J-horror) films have begun appearing in U.S. movie theaters and
video stores with a ghostly vengeance. Populated with oddly
responsible teenage victims, long-haired ghosts, and cursed
gadgets, this new genre’s no nonsense approach to the supernatural caught both Hollywood and fans of the genre by
the spine, but was summarily buried as Hollywood snatched
up the limelight with a slew of U.S. remakes.
Beginning with Gore Verbinski’s Ring, these mostly wellcrafted films have, nevertheless, managed to suck much of
the subversive intent from the original storylines, failing to
accurately translate the cultural implications behind the
source of the horror itself: a persistent technophobia along
with a undermining mistrust of an over-reaching bureaucracy.
The American Ring was well-acted and relatively understated by industry standards—see Jan De Bont’s appalling remake1 of Robert Wise’s The Haunting2 for a
comparison. But, in trying to imitate director Hideo Nakata’s
restraint, Verbinski, much like Spielberg in his more serious
outings, seemed to tone down the wrong details. The replacement of crowded Tokyo for the dreary grayscale of the
Pacific Northwest removed the claustrophobia of its original,
in which the fast spread of the curse seemed plausible, and
the heroine was downgraded from TV anchor to print journalist. In Ringu, it is Reiko’s coveted position as a TV anchorwoman that makes her inadvertent yet ambitious,
spread of the virus a horrific pun on the television media as
a doomsayer. By making her American counterpart a newspaper reporter, screenwriters Erin Frank and Bob Kruger diluted the original’s most powerful underlying theme: our
own susceptibility to the power of suggestion as it is manipulated through the various media of television, video, and
communications technology.
While Verbinski may have been paying homage to The
Shining via gothic aerial shots, he subverted the aura of technological ensnarement that can be experienced in Japan just
by stepping outside, where a cacophony of loudspeakers, TV
screens, and taped announcements greet the citizenry in even
the most backwater areas, and escape is virtually impossible.
Japan’s ubiquitous loudspeakers make themselves heard
even in the home, where laundry pole vendors, junk men,
overly assiduous election workers, and right-wing militants
turn one’s cramped domain into an aural commons. Says a

the Japanese horror narrative. The character Sadako
in Ringu is an amalgamation of test subjects—
Sadako Takahashi, Chizuko Mifune, and Ikuko
Nagao—who were used in paranormal experiments at Tokyo University, an institution that still
maintains a stranglehold on the nation’s socioeconomic ladder, in 1919.
While Douglas Ryan and Michael Kellner argue
that the technophobia present in American films,
such as George Lucas’s THX-1138 and Michael Anderson’s Logan’s Run feels conservative: “artifice as
opposed to nature, the mechanical as opposed to the
spontaneous, the regulated as opposed to the free,”5
Japanese technology carries the added irony of its
appropriation by an inflexible, paternalistic system
that flaunts egalitarian
virtue in order to maintain
a
hierarchical
power structure. Unlike
the anesthetized denizens of THX-1138 or the
more recent Equilibrium,
the remedy to independent and potentially
rebelious discourse in
Japan is a lifetime spent
in a closely-watched
workplace, which reduces its population to a cult-like state of exhaustion. Japan Times columnist Kaori Shoji acerbically
observes: “There’s a deep-seated resignation
passed down through the generations, that the individual can never win against the kaisha (company) and besides the individual never counted in
the first place.”6
Director Kiyoshi Kurosawa uses horror as a
route to a kind of vicarious disentanglement from
the social controls from which he, himself, feels incapable of escaping:

June, 1995 report in Japan’s Daily Yomiuri:

“It is a nation filled with talking machines
that supply senseless or downright stupid
information to one of the world’s most well
educated populations. Everything from
trains to trucks to vending machines has an
obsequious word of thanks or warning for
the Japa-nese and foreigners… the incessant
repetition of the announcements, prodding
people to behave in a prescribed way,
smacks of a scene from a science fiction
novel.”3

This information is not limited to the aural. A
blitz of visual admonitions, often patronizingly childish, spatter
the urban and rural
landscape as well, providing added distraction in the form of
gaudy neon or the
colossal TV monitors
that serve as meeting
points in the absence of
other identifiable landmarks. Author Brian J.
McVeigh states that this tendency to “clearly mark,
label, and explain” is a method of conventionalizing a potentially unpredictable environment
through a process called “accentuation,” which
makes the environment “easy to ‘read,’ and hence
predictable, controllable and operable.”4
Thus, the technophobia and insecurity concerning the fragility, and even lack of identity in recent JHorror is lost in American remakes, with their open
spaces and the exaggerated autonomy of their protagonists. In Japan, where the ubiquitous presence
of audio-visual output is taken for granted, the fear
of cursed video tapes, deadly voice mail, and malignant websites is that much more palpable.
It is arguable that much of the technophobia
prevalent in contemporary J-Horror is based on the
fear that this audio-visual buffer that exists between
authority and its subjects might one day disappear,
demanding the complete abdication of one’s autonomy. There is also a kind of subversive mistrust
toward the nation’s top institutions hidden within
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“Living in the democracy that is modernday Japan, I am told I am quite free to do
what I want. But I think in fact, I am bound
by common practice, laws and accepted
morality, so I don't feel very free at all. So in
that sense, while I may be incapable of cutting myself free from all these ties that bind
me, in my fictional stories, I take a fictional
character bound by all of these conventions
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real story that was making the rounds among high
school students.9
Although Ring tried to work this image into an
American setting, the uniforms projected an image
of privilege and separateness rather than the sense
of identification such outfits give their wearers in
Japan. There, the uniform has its own significance
for marketers and trend spotters. Says Nakata:

and allow them an opportunity to break
free. They can walk towards what, until
then, had been an unfathomable freedom.”7

As shown in the Kurosawa’s films, this vulnerability can be downright fatal, as ordinary people viciously murder their loved ones, or are one mouse
click away from leaping to their deaths. While American films portray workaholics as flawed characters,
to be righted when a cloying child or a non-conformist love interest appears, in Japan they are the
norm, created by a system of arbitrary power and a
socially enforced work ethic that keeps treacle
sharply restricted to the off hours. In Korei, a medium
waitressing in a family restaurant watches a
woman’s ghost hover over her husband as he pores
over some documents. Kurosawa’s implication, that
there would be no difference in the man’s behavior
were she alive and sitting next to him, is damning of
both his neglect and the society that has produced it.
In Kurosawa’s Cure, actor Koji Yakusho plays a
haggard police detective in a film that turns the serial killer genre on its head, providing the perfect
sense of susceptibility for the movie’s final horrific
twist. While serial killers in American films, (i.e.,
Hannibal Lector or Kevin Spacey’s John Doe character in Se7en) play on class-based assumptions by talking down to their pursuers from some erudite perch,
Cure’s villain is a baby-faced amnesiac who instigates
each killing with a question: Who are you? Kurosawa’s film engages not the dread that others will be
savvy enough, in the words of the late Harold Brodkey, to “take a few clues, regard them with sophistication,” and “know everything,” but of being a blank
slate, unable to resist all or any external commands.
This fear is further exacerbated by the technologically heightened powers of such forces to reach
us: If ghosts can’t haunt houses, as they are consistently being torn down (the average lifespan of a
Japanese home is 26 years),8 they must reach us from
the only place the past is allowed to remain: video
tapes, the internet, or the old gramophone that
brings on Cure’s murderous trance.
Another strong mode of suggestion in contemporary J-Horror films is the uniformed high-school
girl, whose solid positioning within the loop of insinuation and urban legend gives her an oracular
status. Koji Suzuki’s novel upon which Ringu is
based, took the idea of the cursed videotape from a
FantastIc
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“Maybe the momentum was right to make
a film using a rumor that had already existed, with some minor changes in the story
itself. There is an actual coincidence where
the rumors got started in these little bars
where people go drink and have snacks. In
Japan most kids have cellular mobile
phones. During the release of Ring I went to
five or six theatres and saw kids calling each
other on their cell phones right after the
screening, telling them "boy this is really
scary you should go watch it." I was really
pleased to see all this self-marketing going
on between the kids!”10

In J-Horror, however, it is mainly the adolescent
female who plays gatekeeper for the virulent memes
to which she also often falls victim, a reflection of her
real-life power with regard to a culture in which her
approval has become a marketing checkpoint. During the summer, it is not rare for teenage girls to take
part-time jobs on advisory boards for major companies such as Nippon Telegraph, while market research companies go as far as to “set up meetings”11
with willing companies:
“Once 5% of the teen girl population takes a
liking to something, 60% will join the bandwagon within a month. A few weeks later,
everybody will be on board. The hard part
is predicting what the famously fickle
teenage girls will next anoint as kawaii
(cute).”12

Unlike the expendable bimbos in the U.S. horror
genre, the Japanese high school girl acts as both
augur and Greek chorus; lurking around the narrative sidelines ready to make us privy to the supernatural secret driving the plot.
This aspect is strongly expressed in the 2004 re3
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care of their rapidly increasing elderly.14 For foreign
nurses and care workers already in the country, hurdles of qualifying examinations given in Japanese restrict non-Japanese medical staff from a full level of
participation.15
The haunted house also represents another
missed opportunity for director Shimizu to take advantage of the marginalization of alien nationals in
Japan. The American family moving into a house on
their own seems highly dodgy in a place where discrimination makes finding an apartment to rent,
much less a house to purchase, a frustrating and
alienating hurdle for most foreign residents.16 One
well-placed line of dialogue about the house being
the only one available to foreigners would have
made for some biting social commentary, and countered the lack of realism in the plot. Aren’t the writers of haunted house movies always flubbing
miserably at legitimate motives for their characters
to move into the “creepy old” mansion? Raimi and
Shimizu’s failure to take advantage of this one is utterly baffling. Japanese company employees may
also find amusing the scene in which the man’s sister finds herself entirely alone after hours in the office; in real Tokyo she would be surrounded by
exhausted Japanese co-workers and given grief for
leaving before ten—being stalked by a demonic
child, after all, is no excuse for shirking overtime.17
There are, of course, exceptions, but the film’s
non-questioning and almost careless approach fails
to present the marginalized reality of the foreigner
in Japan, while at the same time perpetuating Hollywood’s own containment of non-white characters
in its product. The Grudge will most likely, and
rightly, receive criticism in academia for its portrayal
of white protagonists under the spell of an evil
Japanese “other;” but, one can also ask whether the
same attention might be paid to the inaccurate portrayal of gaijin equality. No matter how tenderly
Hollywood treads on the original Japanese material,
their remakes ultimately fail to impart either a realistic or a progressive level of cultural understanding
to either side of the Pacific.

lease Chakushin Ari where a ring-like virus travels
via cellular phone, calling each victim with a recording of his or her impending death. When the heroine
goes searching for answers to her friend’s mysterious death in front of a train, she discovers a group
of high school girls lingering at the scene, who tell
her, as dourly as Maria Ouspenskaya dishing out
the fate of the Wolf Man, that it’s murder: “(It)
chooses its next victim from the memory in the murdered person’s phone, and then continues to kill–
one right after the other.”13 The overpass on which
they stand seems to symbolize their ethereal quality: the heroine must cross halfway to obtain the information, and despite the drab urban setting, the
implication is that she is stepping over the boundary
of another world.
The decision of producers to remake rather than
release successful J-Horror films results in a misshapen perspective resembling the warped photographs that signify damnation in many. It denies the
opportunity for both a stronger understanding of
Japan and, thus, an accurate representation of
Japan’s particular modes of suppression, which
translated correctly, bear association to the audio-visual whips in our own society.
Even well-intentioned producers such as Sam
Raimi, who in the case of The Grudge, gave the reins
to the original director Takashi Shimizu and had the
film shot in Japan, have wound up with even
stranger interpretive mishaps. The American version
of Grudge, while revealing inherent Hollywood
racism by casting mostly white American actors and
pushing its Japanese characters to the periphery,
nevertheless covers for Japan’s own insularity by
portraying these protagonists as having an unrealistic level of participation in Japanese society.
That Sarah Michelle Gellar’s character is a student nurse-social worker at a care center run by another foreigner in Japan is endemic of Hollywood’s
lack of knowledge regarding the closed nature of the
country’s institutions. The existence of such a care
center in Japan would only be possible within the
confines of an American military base, where the
qualifications of such nurses still count. In Japan, legitimate foreign qualifications are, unfortunately for
the professional who holds them, inferior. The
under-populated nation is still in the process of debating whether willing and qualified nurses from the
Philippines should be allowed into a country to take
Some Fantastic
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Year’s Best Fantasy 6, edited by David Hartwell and Kathryn Cramer
Book Review by Danny Adams

not being what they seem, and the title is both a literal and magical one. As usual, Lee takes traditional
themes and reworks them with both a twist and language that is never less than understated but powerful poetry.
The next story, Bruce Sterling’s “The Denial,” is
another folktale-like story where nothing is as it appears, though somewhat more complex than “Eating Hearts,” and starts off with a curse by a blind
fiddler rather than a quest. Yusuf’s village is being
ravaged by a flood and he manages to get his family
to high ground at the Uncle Mehmet’s house, but his

The latest edition of one of speculative fiction’s
most popular anthology series has a nice blend of famous names alongside rising stars, and nearly every
story has the quality that readers have come to expect from a Hartwell collection.
The opening story, “Eating Hearts” by Yoon Ha
Lee, is a story of subtle magic with an almost ethereal
quality characteristic of many of Lee’s stories. Horanga is seeking out the perfect magician; Chuan is
a magician who admits that he isn’t quite perfect, but
nevertheless may be who Horanga is looking for. But
Lee’s stories also contain quiet undertones of things
Some Fantastic
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secret on his property—or rather, a magical secret
made dark or darker by the societal mores of the
time. George suspects a fraud and reveals the truth
of the secret with an unfortunately convincing bluff.
Though fans of her comical stories may not care
much for this particular tale, Friesner is still at the
top of her game, and the whole story, particularly the
climax’s portrait of George’s slipping sanity from
what he views as the slippage of the natural world,
is nicely drawn.
We’ve long since come to expect strange characters and fabulous situations often wearing prosaic
disguises from Neil Gaiman, and his story “Sunbird”
meets those expectations. The one-hundred and fifty
year old Epicurean Club, co-founded by the greatgrandfather of one of the characters, is devoted to
eating any animal they possibly can by the tastiest
means available—as one of the characters points out,
even the fact that some animals (like unicorns) don’t
exist hasn’t yet stopped them. At the point the story
happens, they despair of having eaten everything
they can imaginably eat (except perhaps for undiscovered species of beetles, though beetles apparently
all taste alike) when the penniless and homeless
member of their club, Zebediah T. Crawcrustle, mentions one animal they haven’t eaten, or even heard
of: the Suntown Sunbird, which can only be found
in the Suntown district of Cairo. No one has ever
heard of the creature but nevertheless they leave for
Egypt; much of the remaining story is filled with
Gaiman’s typical quirk and can be summed up in the
words of character Augustus TwoFeathers McCoy:
“I have a presentiment of doom upon me. And I fear
it shall come to us with barbecue sauce.” Gaiman
being Gaiman, McCoy’s fears are not unfounded.
Less well-known than many of the anthology’s
contributors is Alaya Dawn Johnson, but her story
“Shard of Glass” is no less professional or entertaining for all that. Leah comes into the possession of a
magical shard of glass from her mother, but that inheritance comes at the cost of both Leah and her
mother having to run for their lives from family
members who would kill to have the glass back.
While those who would kill for it want the power it
can get them, Leah finds an entirely different use for
it—including ways to interact with its magic, and the
people it sees, that never would have occurred to evil
men. Love, loss, and hope run through the whole
story without overwhelming it, as well as rich ex-

wife runs back into danger for family heirlooms.
Once the water has receded Yusuf finds his wife’s
body—only to see her not only come back to life
shortly afterwards, but as the cheerful servile spouse
he always wanted rather than the bitter, unhappy
woman he had known before. Therefore, he reasons,
she must have been resurrected through some sort
of evil magic.
This is, however, only Yusuf’s perspective. We
come to see that his wife has quite a different one—
and that both husband and wife are simultaneously
right and wrong. While reading this I worried that
somewhere along the line the story was going to turn
into, perhaps, a clichéd zombie pastiche, but Sterling
is better than that: instead we get a conclusion that is
resolved (and quite intentionally, delightfully unresolved) in a way fitting perfectly with the character
of both the husband and wife.
Esther Friesner is best known for her comic fiction, but we’re warned ahead of time that her story
“The Fraud” is not going to be one of those. In fact,
the protagonist of the story, George Pengallen, who
lived a couple of centuries or so ahead of us, is not
exactly likeable except perhaps in his own commentary to himself about what he is willing to go
through for self-aggrandizement. For example, riding off to the remote country manor of one Sir
Hadrian Ashgrave for... well, for many reasons, but
at the forefront is to win the heart (or at least the patronage) of the Lady Charlotte Weathersfield. She
has taken note of late of George, but George is well
aware that she goes through men as some gentlemen
go through cigars—some the better for it, having
gained a place in society through her attentions,
while others have left her company as wrecks.
George, naturally, aspires to the former category.
Sir Hadrian is a nice enough fellow who, out of
the goodness of his heart, has come to harbor a dark
The Year’s Best Fantasy 6

Editors: David G. Hartwell &
Kathryn Cramer
ISBN-10: 1892391376
Publisher: Tachyon
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Release date: Sept., 2006
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“Mother Teresa” is, really, Mother Theresa, only one
that was still alive and active in 2001 (four years after
the real saintly nun died). She comes to Edmonton
in that year and moves into the POV character’s
mom’s house with some nuns and a gaggle of orphans—because the mother has the space and, well,
who would turn down Mother Teresa? The introduction points out that the story is about “saving humanity,” and Dorsey does an excellent job of
showing us not only that saving humanity doesn’t
just mean trying to save huge groups at a time, but
also that the most unlikely of the self-absorbed and
self-pitying among us can do a great deal of good if
we just let an opportunity in.
I read Deborah Coates’s “Magic In A Certain
Slant of Light” when it originally appeared in
Strange Horizons, and liked it even better on the second read-through. Nora is a physics professor who
has the ability to know how things are going to turn
out in the future—and demonstrates that if such psychic ability were truly among us it would probably
be like hers, not filled with visions of an apocalypse
or major disasters but rather how and when her
boyfriend is going to leave her even though he loves
her, or that her current research will be a dead end.
This ability is always in the background but never
out of Nora’s mind entirely, shading everything she
does and says and feels, though she is never without
hope—particularly hope for love and, a nice bit that
starts and finishes the story, hope that her boyfriend,
Jeff, will find her a talking dog. This remains one of
my favorite stories in the anthology and, like many
good stories, I find something new and more depth
in it upon each reading.
Humans aren’t the only ones who get lonely and
seek after love, according to Heather Shaw; even
houses do. In her “Single White Farmhouse” the
farmhouse in question is sentient and loves its family, but wants more for itself—particularly once it
gets an Internet connection and starts meeting up
with other houses online. I figured I was reading a
good story when I caught myself enjoying the description of the house primping itself to meet a skyscraper it met online, and feeling a bit—OK, I’ll
admit it, both protective when it thought it found a
building it really cared for and worried that it would
just have its heart broken. It’s a rare story that can
get me to care about an inanimate object, and also
succeeds in making such an object a memorable

pectations in the ending. I look forward to reading
more of Johnson’s stories in the future.
“The Farmer’s Cat” by Jeff VanderMeer is a fun
little piece of work about a farmer who is losing
everything he has to a troll infestation—and the only
reason he hasn’t lost everything (including his life) is
because the trolls consider his farm a favorite spot
and want to keep coming back year after year. Help
comes in the form of a certain sort of cat—after a
fashion—which ends up growing to be large of body
and large of troll-eating appetite. The story overall
is a light fantasy which ended up being among the
ones I most enjoyed.
“Down in their innermost hearts,” we read at the
beginning of Tim Pratt’s and Greg van Eekhout’s
“Robots and Falling Hearts,” “people expect the occasional rain of frogs or blood, people bursting into
spontaneous flames, animals speaking in human
tongues... But no one knew quite how to react to the
recent plague of robots.” The setting is Los Angeles,
right about now or thereabouts, and robots of all
shapes and varieties have filled the city and have
generally been harassing the population. For now
most of them are harmless—like following you
around until you put change in their cup—but where
did they come from? That’s what our main character
wants to know, and after spending time learning
about how reality can multiply into ways stranger
than we expect from one Master Tenzin, what he almost didn’t expect was to find by chance (if there is
such a thing) the one person in the city who could answer all of his questions. If she will, and what he does
with the answers—and what she does—fills the remainder of an intriguing story that could very well
set your perspective of reality a little askance.
Anne Harris’s “Still Life With Boobs” without a
doubt is the most bizarre story in the collection—it is,
truth to tell, a story about a particular woman’s
breasts who have a life of their own (and their life includes going out for nights on the town when she is
sleeping). I find that there’s very little about this
story I can say that would make any sense, even
though the story itself makes perfect sense when
read… maybe… and that you’ll probably either love
it or you won’t, so all I tell you about it, really, is just
to read it. The novelty of it alone could very well be
enough to carry you through from beginning to end.
“Mom and Mother Teresa” by Candas Jane
Dorsey is another deceptively simple story whose
Some Fantastic
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sistance and a proud Danish legend that steps up to
help in Denmark’s hour of need, all makes for a potent combination.
I’ve admittedly left out several stories from this
review, including some by well-known names like
Gene Wolfe and Connie Willis; this doesn’t mean
that their stories weren’t noteworthy by any means,
just that I wanted to focus on authors who, in some
cases, might not be as well known. Overall there is
no weak story in the collection and many outstanding ones—there’s something in this edition for every
taste, and in reading it I found my tastes were somewhat broader than I imagined.

character in itself, but Heather Shaw managed both
in a story that’s poignant and fun.
Garth Nix’s “Read It In the Headlines” is a story
told in—well, headlines. It’s brief, funny, and will
probably take you less time to read than it would my
review of it.
“Niels Bohr and the Sleeping Dane,” by
Jonathon Sullivan, is a magical alternate history, of
sorts. Nineteen-year-old David Goldblum and his
father Itzak are Danish Jews on a train trying to flee
the Gestapo. Sitting across from them is physicist
Niels Bohr and his wife, a major prize for the Germans if they’re caught. Bohr also happens to be
David’s hero, and the two men strike up a conversation on the train after a bit of apparent magic from
Itzak sets the Gestapo off of the Bohrs’ and the Goldblums’ scents—for a little while. Eventually they
will reach the coast and the promise of safety… but
not quite far enough ahead of the Nazis, and this
time it will take more magic than just David’s father’s to help them.
It can often be hard to find stories with historical settings that are well written, and those mixed
with the Holocaust especially so. But Sullivan’s
work here is outstanding, and not just in historical
detail; the combination of the story of a Jewish flight
from the Nazis mixed with scientific details, mixed
with the background of the (very active) Danish re-

Danny Adams is the author of two forthcoming short
novels: The City Beyond Play, co-authored with Philip
Jose Farmer and scheduled to appear from PS Publishing
at the end of 2006; and Village of One Thousand
Cranes, appearing as a limited edition from Papaveria
Press in the summer of 2006. In addition, his shorter
works have appeared or are forthcoming in magazines
such as Abyss & Apex, Andromeda Spaceways Inflight Magazine, The Mount Zion Speculative Fiction
Review, Mythic Delirium, Not One Of Us, Star*Line,
Strange Horizons, and Weird Tales. He and his wife
Laurie live deep in the Blue Ridge Mountains of Virginia
with four cats who never fail to provide thrilling wonders,
dangerous adventures, and chilling perils!

This Is My Funniest, edited by Mike Resnick
Book Review by Christopher J. Garcia

pecting. Jody Lynn Nye wrote a piece called “The
Growling” that I thought was a hilarious take on
the concept of pre-menstrual women in armor. I
can’t think of anything of hers that I’ve read, but
I’m sure as hell planning on digging more up. The
“Usurper Memos” by Josepha Sherman plays brilliantly with a recognizable form as well as just
being hard core, rib-bustingly hilarious. Again, I
can’t think of a Sherman work (other than the
“March to the Sea;” that might have been a different
Sherman) but I have to say that I’m looking forward
to discovering more. That’s the sign of a wellcrafted anthology: the new people added make you
want to go and read more.
The ones that I fully expected to be included are
there, too. “The Dog Said Bow-Wow” by Michael

Mike Resnick is at it again! The modern master
of the anthology has put together a new collection of
some of the best comedic works by writers of science
fiction and fantasy. The two writers that I think of
when I think of funny SF, Terry Pratchett and Robert
Aspirin, aren’t included, but it’s easier to forgive
omissions than it is to forgive poor inclusions, and
there aren’t any of those in the entire anthology.
The names included are actually pretty incredible: Connie Willis, Robert Silverberg, Michael
Swanwick, David Brin, Esther Friesner, William
Tenn and even Harry Turtledove. Another pair of
funny SFers, Spider Robinson and Robert Sheckley,
both have strong and very funny stories included.
But it’s the names that I didn’t recognize at first that
really hit me with some comedy that I wasn’t exSome Fantastic
FantastIc
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inspired, as are the footnotes.
Comedy is very individual. I personally didn’t
much find myself more than lightly smiling at
“Night of the Cooters” by Howard Waldrop or “A
Delightful Comedic Premise” by Barry Malzberg,
but I’ve heard both of them referred to as among the
best pieces of genre comedy by more than one of my
good friends. I’ve never read any anthology of comedy that threw a perfect game, but this one took it
into the sixth inning at least.
The highlights for me have to be from two guys
from Southern California: David Gerrold and Harry
Turtledove. Gerrold’s “Franz Kafka: Superhero!” is
one of those stories that makes you realize just how
unfunny you are even at your best timed moments.
I’ve never laughed harder at a piece of written fiction. As for Turtledove’s “Myth Manner’s Guide to
Greek Missology #1: Andromeda and Perseus,” I’m
not sure why it took me so fully; if you’d told me the
premise I might have cracked a smile, but the way
he presented it just wrecked me.
This is My Funniest will make you laugh, no matter what your sense of humor is. It may not be every
story, but most will probably break through and
keep you gigglin’. It’s a solid compilation of very
funny stories from very funny people. I wouldn’t
read it in church though. I’m told laughing in church
is bad form.

Swanwick won the Hugo and is one of those pieces
that just rewards the reader again and again. “A
!Tangled Web” by Joe Haldeman hits hard at the
marrow of my funny bone. I can’t remember when I
first read it (maybe shortly after I bought every 1982
issue of Analog in the mid-1990s), but it launched
Haldeman on to the top of my To-Be-Read pile
(where sadly many of his works still live today).
Nancy Kress gives us “Patent Infringement”
which I’d never read and had me laughing so hard
that the people on the train looked at me like I was a
crazy man more than usual. Connie Willis’s “The
Soul Selects Her Own Society: Invasion and Repulsion: A Chronological Reinterpretation of Two of
Emily Dickinson’s Poems: A Wellsian Perspective”
made my eyes cross. I’ve only read a few Willis
pieces, though I’ve heard her speak at various cons
over the last few years, and she’s always entertaining. This was a great piece of faux non-fiction that
made me laugh at the way she bent my mind. The
combination of Emily Dickinson and H.G. Wells is
This Is My Funniest

Editor: Mike Resnick
ISBN-10: 1932100954
Publisher: BenBella Books
Release date: Oct., 2006

Christopher J. Garcia edits The Drink Tank on
eFanzines.com and is a writer, filmmaker and historian
from San Jose, CA. He has had his work appear a bunch of
places a bunch of times and he is damn proud of it.

$14.95, 256 pages, trade
paperback

Visionary in Residence, by Bruce Sterling
Book Review by Chris Elliot

they’re “eclectic,” “various,” “heterogeneous”... and,
looking down once again at our imagined deracinated collection of individually stapled stories, one
would need to employ some esoteric conventions beyond those common or typical of your average
reader (to which body I’m sure I belong), to hazard
the certainty that, “yes, beyond the fact that they’re
all in some way science fiction, and beyond the fact
that they’re all written by Bruce Sterling, they also
share this clear affinity to each other.”
But, since I don’t hold any sort of esoteric knowl-

Visionary in Residence, a new collection of short
stories by Bruce Sterling, former vanguard leader of
cyberpunk, and currently established statesman of
SF in general, brings together a diversity of stories
collectively employing a range of subgeneric science
fiction conventions and tropes. In other words, an
assemblage of stories which, if jumbled together on
one’s desk and outside the tightly knit borders of a
bound object (i.e, a book), would not in and of themselves immediately or obviously appear mutually
supportive or interdependent. In three words,
Some Fantastic
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edge in this regard, and others reading the book are
unlikely to as well, whoever chooses to read Visionary in Residence should do so with the clear understanding that they won’t be receiving something, like
say Raymond Carver’s Cathedral, or William Gibson’s Burning Chrome, books which though collections of short stories, nonetheless exhibit each in
their own way consistencies and unities of tone, context, style and form that make of their respective
books a common and internally coherent whole.
That this is missing from Visionary in Residence is not
a bad thing of itself; and it’s not a cause for concern
or a reason not to buy the book. But it means that
there is not that additional pleasure in this text that
one would find in a more organically unified selection of short stories.
Maybe it’s partly in compensation for this missing additional pleasure-quotient that Sterling decided to frame each of his stories in an overall
narrative about writing stories. For each of the stories or loose grouping of two or three stories, Sterling provides a general category and a brief reason
for being: for example, just choosing randomly from
the eight total categories there’s “Fiction for Scientists,” “Architecture,” “Mainstream Fiction,” and
“The Past is a Future that Already Happened;” and
each category has its own brief written welcome mat
from the author situating the reader and providing
Sterling a very brief forum for some personal reflections on the art of writing and the state of science fiction.
For the category, “Cyberpunk to Ribofunk,” for
example, Sterling opines, among other things, “If
being ‘cyber’ becomes a job for your middle-aged
uncle, what will the next techno-frontier look like?
Something biological, that’s a good guess... biomimetic... genetic... a world of ‘ribofunk’...” and thus
Visionary in Residence

Author: Bruce Sterling
ISBN-10: 1560258411
Publisher: Thunder’s Mouth
Press
Release date: March, 2006

$15.95, 320 pages, trade
paperback
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two stories follow which plot out a kind of new biochemically modulated near future fictional world
that might be only two hours ahead of our current
reality. And for “The Past is a Future that Already
Happened,” Sterling offers statements like: “The future is a kind of history that hasn’t happened yet.
The future is already here—it’s just not well distributed.” None of these little categorizing exercises are
long (non longer than three quarters of a page and
most shorter than that), but then, their main purpose
seems to be to add some insight from the author
while also, importantly, acting as transitioning devices between stories that might otherwise be too jarringly different from each other to make for a
satisfying continuous read. In that role, they serve
the book well and are quite welcome authorial interventions for the reader.
Left to my own devices, and without the little
segue offered by Sterling’s musings, I’m not sure
how I would have navigated the gap between a story
like “Junk DNA” (written with Rudy Rucker), dealing with the commodification of one’s own (albeit
junk) DNA, as well as the evolution of a new form of
mutant being, and “The Necropolis of Thebes,” a
piece set in ancient Egypt, and emphatically not ribofunk in any way shape or form.
The stories themselves are generally interesting,
good reads, though unevenly so. At least one story,
“The Scab’s Progress,” is a fantastically enjoyable
short-story burst of eye-opening fiction which reminds us of Sterling’s musings in the preface to the
already mentioned Burning Chrome, when he describes science fiction writers as “Wise Fools who
can leap, caper, utter prophecies, and scratch [themselves] in public.” Riffing off of the by now long
conventionalized stylistics of cyberpunk (lots of
product brand-name-speak, the retrofitting of an old
“mundane” narrative form—the African adventure
story in this case—for science fictional purposes, upstart near-hip protagonists), but shot through with
the realities of a new world order of exhausted environments redolent of both the deteriorating and
wildly exploding results of human-engineered biological experimentation (that or simply humancaused biological happenstance), the story careens
helter-skelter to its conclusion. Reading it, I was reminded of the joys and the sense of imminence I exSPRING, 2007

“anytime,” who have to deal with the unfortunate
results of their less-than-successful marriage (and
how being undead might or might not change anything). These are all stories that are simply nice
enough to read, though not exactly likely to inspire
one to write to the author in a fit of gasping fan
frenzy. They work, even if they don’t particularly
stay with you much longer than the first read.
There are one or two in the collection that don’t
work so well. Of these, “The Blemmye’s Stratagem”
was the most disappointing because it seemed to
offer a fair bit only to fall apart at the very end. A
story set it in the holy land, just at the end of one of
the Crusades, it seems to want to say something
about religion, economics, communication, art, love,
death, and personal sacrifice, but really only ends
up in a muddled non-ending. A distinct disappointment. “In Paradise,” a story about a Christian
man and a Muslim woman in the near future who
fall in love and communicate via the language translating software on their cell phones achieved neither
the essential human truth of the characters in
“Code” nor the excitement of technology and technological description in “The Scab’s Progress;” it
just seemed played and worn and not particularly
distinguished (like a story that’s seen a few too
many short-story workshops, or maybe not enough,
I’m not sure).
But unevenness is not unacceptable in a short
story collection, so long as by and large, the stories
are better than not. And that’s the case with Visionary
in Residence. Bruce Sterling has sustained a long and
fruitful career, first in the forefront of SF’s new cyberpunk world order, and now as an apparently
revered-enough craftsman to merit the designation
of Visionary in Residence from the Art Center College of Design (as he helpfully notes in the opening
frame to the “Design Fiction” section); its just nice to
have an opportunity to read through his work whenever they’re collected in one place. The price of this
book is $15.95 for the trade paperback: a reasonable
amount to exchange for the reading journey.

perienced while reading Neuromancer for the first
time in the 1980s, imaging the very real potentiality
of Gibson’s completely networked late capitalist
world; a world that seemed within just an armslength reach, just there on the very other side of the
horizon-line of my 1980s conception of the “real.”
“Scab’s Progress” is a funny story, with by-products
of thought-provocation, that offers a solid submersion in its near future world, but has a ton to say
about today (the oh-so recent history and context
behind the story’s imagined “reality”). No other
story in the collection achieves anywhere near the
energy and shear fun of this one
Other stories work well, but for other, less narratively flashy reasons. “Code,” the “Mainstream
Fiction” entry, is a straightforward techie/nerd, “I’m
financially set because I cashed in my stock options,
but I’m missing something essential in my life” story
of the beginnings of love. Here, within the otherwise
expected landscape, a surprisingly poignant story
emerges (imagine your typical intrepid borderline
brilliant coder, add a mousy female love interest in
the making, provide the necessary background turbulence of a start-up boom company transitioning
into a company run by adults, and put it in California). What works particularly well here is precisely
and simply how Sterling writes his main character,
Van. I’m pretty sure I’ve met this guy before, somewhere, and so many times, and he rang true for me,
even down to the reasons why he goes to the gym
and how he landed up with the items in his apartment. This story isn’t science fiction, but as Sterling
notes in his forward to the section, it’s a story that
would have been science fiction in every way, shape,
and form, even down to the character types, if it had
been written in the early 1970s.
The “Growthing,” about a self-sustaining green
bubble-environment in the desert in which the architecture and all the furniture are biologically
grown (all carefully managed by a paternal scientisttype), offers a nice, though maybe less-thanchallenging glimpse into the relationship between a
man and his daughter. “Luciferase” is an enjoyable
though perhaps slight comedic send-up of love in
the insect world. “The Denial” is a maybe not-sofresh, but well-rendered, story about a married couple in some middle-distant, not advanced historical
Some FantastIc
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X-Men: The Last Stand, Collector’s Edition
DVD Review by Richard Fuller

The third X-Men motion picture—X-Men: The
Last Stand—is like Act Three of most solo movies.
That’s why I flashback to the earlier pair as Acts One
and Two. Are all three films stand-alone works, unlike the three acts of a solo work, or should they be
seen one-two-three? Is the trio worth rewatching?
Often? Finally, did you notice there’s three years—
2000, 2003 and 2006—between each film’s release?
I use the above words “motion picture” because
the series is yet another based on a no-motion comic
book published by Marvel, the name you see at the
beginning of each picture. As if under a threesome
spell, the DVD of X-Men: The Last Stand includes a
half-size (sorry, Mr. Three) comic book with
shrunken color versions of the first, fourth and ninth
original issues. (Which then sold for 12 cents a copy!)
Each is briefly introduced by Stan Lee, writer of the
comics and the Screaming King of Hyperbole. Stan
Lee is apparently incapable of passing a mirror without stopping to self-admire for—pardon the hyperbole—a coupla weeks or so.
Here’s Mr. Hyper Bowl on Issue No. 1:
“This was the literary and artistic landmark which gave a wildly grateful reading
public the most unique set of superheroes
ever seen.... Teenagers, some of whom can
fly, can hurl ocular power blasts, can create
weapons of ice, can control physical objects
telekinetically and can possess the strength
and agility of an awesome anthropoid!”

“Wow! She's a living doll!”
“Let me be the first to welcome you to
the X-Men, beautiful!”

English major/teacher/editor aside: “most
unique” is incorrect, Mr. Toilet—uh, Mr. Bowl.
“Teenagers,” O Hyper? In the comic book version, the character called Beast, a.ka. Hank McCoy, is
always seen as white-skinned and never really looks
teenagerish, according to Jack Kirby’s teenager-like
drawings. Only appearing in the third movie, Beast
is Dr. Hank McCoy and always furry-blue except
one time when a bald mutant child turns McCoy’s
right hand briefly human: i.e., white. He’s played by
Kelsey Grammer, who’s over 50 years old. The
comic’s other superheroes are Angel, who has wings
and can fly; Iceman, who can turn instantly into a
frozen person, and Cyclops, who wears a visor and
Some Fantastic
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can ocularly hurl Beast onto a wall and Iceman into
a huge icecube.
“Artistic landmark,” for boo-hooing—uh, booing—out loud? Those teenagers wear hooded yellow-and-blue outfits that are ludicrously, if
pain-fully, funny to look at. I know: comic book heroes are supposed to wear skin-tight outfits. Mind
you, I love (oops, like) Batman and was bemused by
the cretinous critics who suggested he had a quirky
relationship with Robin. Advice: all superheroes in
skintights should stay out of gay bars.
These superheroes attend a school for mutants
run by Professor Charles Xavier, who’s permanently
sentenced to a wheelchair, bald (like the always wonderful Patrick Stewart who plays him in all three
movies) and can send out his dialogue (wireless?)
without speaking. And why doesn’t he flunk all of
‘em for their silly costumes?
In this “literary landmark,” comic book writer
Stan Lee “speaks” his dialogue in speech balloons.
“Listen” to his teeny-boppers nattering: “Leggo my
arm, you blasted frozen icicle!”; “Ha! With all your
superpowers, you guys are just a bunch of softies!”;
and “Mistakes are for homo sapiens... not the Angel!”
On page eight, redheaded girl Jean Grey arrives
at the school and the boppers go testerone nuts:
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Stan Lee is so over-the-top obsessed with his landmark that he never mentions when that first issue
was originally published. (He does in the DVD interview extras.) An internet source on the X-Men
mentions September 1963, yet another three!
What’s unique about this point-and-laugh comic is
that its idea—human beings as racists regarding
mutants—inspired perhaps the best three-some of
movies ever.
Stan Lee’s idea for his landmark comic? Get a
Gimmick, i.e., mutant superheroes—so he doesn't
have to explain how they got that way. Director
Bryan Singer’s inspiration? Get a Metaphor so he can
make character-driven movies (with, yes, sometimes
too many fights) based on comic book caricatures.
WINTer,
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The internet source on X-Men and its many
forms tells us that Bryan Singer, director of the first
two movies, is gay. In a DVD interview, he says he
didn’t read comics as a kid but was always attracted
to the magic of science fiction. In his vision of the XMen, he’s interested in “commenting on prejudice.”
Flashback to how the first movie, unlike the
comic, begins. A title informs: Poland 1944. It's raining and grim and you're in a concentration camp. A
kid walks between a man wearing a yel-low star
and a woman. The kid notices a number permanently stenciled on a man’s arm. Then Nazis take
the kid from his parents, who are forced through a
barbed wire fence that’s then closed. The kid reaches
out, silently screaming, his bare fingers exposed
through holes in his gloves as he “aims” at that
fence. It bends and twists open at the top because
the kid has mutant powers. The soldiers knock the
kid out, slamming him onto the rainy, gritty ground.
(That kid grows up to be Magneto—with a number
on his arm.)
It seems impossible to imagine a comic book beginning that way: kids want escape, not the reality
of concentration camps and mass murder. But a
graphic novel called Maus by Art Spiegelman is
about oppressed Jewish mice being murdered by
Nazi cats during World War II. Part of the novel
takes place in Poland where Poles look like pigs and
Jews wear piglike masks to avoid being killed or
sent to Auschwitz. While Bryan Singer didn’t read
comics as a kid, I wonder if he read Maus as an
adult. Someone should send this truly artistic landmark to Stan Lee.
Do the three X-Men movies have a story arc con-

necting them as acts one, two and three? How about
probably the oldest movie cliché ever: two guys in
love with the same gal. Motion picture cliches are renewed by good writing (two human thumbs up
here) and perfect casting (in this case, two thumbs
up out of three). The mutant Wolverine, with metal
daggers that thrust out of his hands when he's enraged, is played by Hugh Jackman, whose charisma
is so awesome that it bestrides Mount Rushmore.
(He's also a great singer, as you’ll ear-witness on a
DVD of Oklahoma!) He loves Jean Grey, who’s played
by the world-radiant Famke Janssen, and if I don’t
get up off my knees at once, my wife will sue for divorce. Jean loves Scott Summers/Cyclops who’s
played by a James Marsden almost always wearing
wrap-around sunglasses. Forgive me, James, but
your way-too-good looks detract from your good—
not great (forgive, again!)—acting. Without those
glasses, Jimmy, Hugh and Famke would “blow” you
off the screen. Their three-part story arc:
Act One/X-Men. Jean Grey loves Cyclops. Then
Wolverine arrives at the mutant school and Cyclops
tells the new guy to stay away from his girlfriend.
Wolverine can’t. Does Jean truly love both?.
Act Two/X2: X-Men United. Whether Jean loves
Wolverine is still a question. And then she sacrifices
her life to save her mutant colleagues!
Act Three/X-Men: The Last Stand. Cyclops goes
to the lake where Jean drowned. He sees the water
whirl and Jean as the Phoenix arises—and her evil
side kills him! She joins the evil mutants until only
Wolverine, who also loves her, can kill her. And comic
book caricatures inspire tragic movie characters.
Are the three movies also standalone works?

X-Men: The Last Stand, Collector’s Edition

DVD Release Date: October, 2006
Starring:
Hugh Jackman, Halle Berry, Ian McKellen, Famke Janssen,
Shawn Ashmore, Patrick Stewart & James Marsden
Director:
Brett Ratner
Screenwriters:
Zak Penn & Simon Kinberg
Rated:
PG-13
Number of Discs: 1
Studio:
20th Century Fox
Special Features: Audio commentary by director Brett Ratner and writers Zak
Penn and Simon Kinberg; Audio commentary by producers Avi
Arad, Lauren Shuler Donner, and Ralph Winter; Deleted
scenes with optional commentary; Three alternate endings
with optional commentary; Trailers; Exclusive original minicomic written by Stan Lee.
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Have to be or they never would have been made.
Here’s how those three don’t turn into redundant
sequels:
X-Men: Mere homo sapiens are a distant second
to the Evil Mutants, led by Magneto (played by the
theatrically narsty and great Brit actor Ian McKellan—also openly gay like Brian Singer). He leads his
mutants against the good mutants led by Professsor
Xavier (perfectly performed by the theatrically restrained Brit Patrick Stewart). The ongoing theme of
prejudice is personified by Senator Kelly (Bruce
Davison) who wants all mutants to “register.” That
should remind you of anti-Commie nutcase-drunk
Senator Joe McCarthy back in the 1950s. The Plot:
those villains try to kidnap Rogue (Anna Paquin)
whose touch can kill homo sapiens and mutants.
Magneto wants to steal her power. The final action
scene (too long for a mostly character-driven motion
picture) plays atop the Statue of Liberty and will remind you of a Hitchcock suspenser. Cliffhanger: Magento ends up in a cage with a chess set.
X2: X-Men United: An evil homo sapien, William
Stryker (the usually evil Brian Cox), wants revenge
against Professor Xavier and his school because his
son Jason was once a student there. Now the kid
lives in a wheelchair with a huge scar on the right
side of his face. The attack on the school turns into
war. Then that kid in a wheelchair, transformed into
a nice little girl, goes after Xavier in his chair. The
good guys of course win the mini-World War. As the
good mutants are about to escape in their jet plane,
with Stryker tied to its wheel, Jean leaves the plane
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to let loose a flood, drowning herself and the evil
Stryker. Cliffhanger: Jean, one of the X-Men main
players, is dead!?
X-Men: The Last Stand: Worthington Labs (located on Alcatraz Island!) has developed a “cure” for
mutants: injections “remove” their powers. Meanwhile, a revived Jean Grey, dominated by her evil
side, joins Magneto. He tears loose the San Francisco
Golden Gate Bridge—for Hades sake!—connecting
it with Alcatraz Island where The Last Stand (?) between Good and Evil mutants turns bloody violent.
But Magneto is injected with that cure and loses his
mutant powers. Wolverine stabs Jean Grey with his
steel claws, after saying he loves her. Professor
Xavier, Cyclops, Jean and other mustants are dead
or cured (Rogue so she can touch her boyfriend without killing him). Does the X-Men series threfore end
after a magical three?
That internet source mentions two possible spinoffs: a Wolverine picture (I love... like you, Hugh, but
you’re possibly making too many flicks) and a Magneto picture starting in 1939 at Auschwitz.
On the matter of that concentration camp: Please
don’t call me a Nazi when I order you to see the XMen thrillogy one-Two-THREE! Why? Because the
special trio creates true wonder, satisfying both the
comic-book loving kid in you plus the adult who
honors a movie dealing with prejudice.
If Professor Xavier hadn’t been disintegrated by
Jean Grey, he’d flunk most of the DVD extras on XMen: The Last Stand. Two of the commentaries each
include three (yet again!) people annotating the motion picture. On the first, director Brett Ratner (Bryan
Singer didn’t direct this one because he did the Superman Returns) and writers Zak Penn and Simon
Kinberg. They assume you need lots of cutesy-poo
to hang with them. When Halle Berry (as Storm) first
appears, they pretend not to know her. I don’t want
to know this threesome. On the second commentary,
producers Avi Arad, Lauren Shuler Donner and
Ralph Winter are much better about the film, especially Lauren. You’ll probably hang most of the way
with them.
On to the deleted scenes. As with the first two
movies, an opening voiceover was originally included and then wisely dropped. It’s way too redundant the third time around, as are most of the cut
scenes. Quite different: Rogue doesn’t get a mutant
cure as in the released version. She touches her
WINTer,
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boyfriend wearing a glove. I mean, off with that
glove and their clothes, for naked truth sake! Don’t
you want these nice teenagers to do the nasty?
Then, “The World of Marvel.” Three promos for
the movies Daredevil, Elektra and Fantastic Four. I
wanted to zip through them.
P.S. The cover of that shrunken comic book includes these three: Professor Xavier in his wheelchair, Magneto hovering over him and Stan Lee—for
hyperbole sake!—in between trying to keep them
from whacking each other. Below the three, these
words brag: “Featuring an all-New Never-BeforeReleased X-Men by Stan Lee.” And hey, they got the
hyphens right, for editor sake!
I put off reading and viewing this comic until the
last possible minute—or three. And (gulp!) was I
wrong! It’s a hoot. Stan makes fun of himself but not

all those X-Men characters, who do look landmarky
in this well drawn comic. Professor Xavier shows up,
asking for Stan’s help. Then Magneto appears. They
take Stan back to the time when he first created XMen—and didn’t have a mustache.
And the graphics look as if they’re from a graphic
novel. And what do the two super mutants want?
A vacation! Now if you’ll pardon me, I’m gonna
time-travel off to Stan Lee’s terrace. And Stan? Forgivez-moi, s’il vous plait, for my hyperbole cracks.

Richard Fuller was Philadelphia Magazine’s film
critic for over twenty years. He was The Philadelphia
Inquirer’s book columnist and reviewer for over thirty
years. He also taught film and review-writing courses at
several universities.

Monster House, Widescreen Edition
DVD Review by Edna Stumpf

There are two major points to be made about the
Zemeckis/Spielberg Monster House, recently out on
DVD. (Honestly, why do people go to theaters? Oh,
right, they don’t.)
One: it’s a hoot. It’s a pleasure to watch from the
beginning almost to the end. It captures that Bradburyesque thing that made its producers famous and
makes us wonder why Hollywood ever bothered to
invent sex and violence. (That lasts until the credits
roll and, reverting to big people, we remember.)
Two: Monster House demonstrates a motion sensor animation technique that—when the film came
out mere months ago—was cutting-edge tech. The
special features that illustrate this technique are pure
science fiction, far more fantastical to the average entertainment consumer than any haunted house.
Shucks, most of us had haunted houses on our
blocks, but this stuff is...is awesome.
And, for some, professionally, philosophically or
aesthetically disquieting. More on that later.
Okay, back to the age of twelve. Puberty is on the
horizon. You like girls or boys, as the case may be,
without knowing what to do with them. You know
enough to get sex jokes without actually getting
them. This is where our heroes are—JD and Chowder by name—and where we should be too.
It’s not a complicated tale. There’s a creepy old
Some FantastIc
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house in the middle of a pretty neighborhood,
pulling down the property values. Nasty Mr. Nebbercracker scares off the kids and confiscates their
trikes and balls. JD, across the street, is collecting telescopic, photographic evidence. Accidentally venturing too close, JD enflames the Nebbercracker ire
and the old man exits in an ambulance. Probably
dead. We’re assuming dead. For plot purposes.
Chowder is the de rigeur fat, funny sidekick.
(Half of what makes this movie work is its familiarity.) He taunts the house and is almost inhaled on its
Persian carpet tongue. Nebbercrackerless, the house
is aroused and dangerous.
The parents are no-shows. JD is at the cynical
mercy of a punky babysitter and her delinquentish
boyfriend—good comic characters though in some
ways as scary as the house. A pretty, snippy “love interest” (Jenny) is threatened. The cops laugh! And
it’s almost Halloween!!
Well, that’s enough plotline. You can guess the
rest, except maybe for a poignant, peculiar backstory
involving Nebbercracker and a circus fat lady.
It’s mostly good. One quibble. The final confrontation between the marauding chunk of mouldering real estate and a handy developer’s bulldozer—is
there some sociological symbolism here?—is just too
long and loud in ratio to its scare factor. A little boring.
WINTer,
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But maybe that’s ‘cause I’m a girl.
The technical aspects of the film are, as I said,
amazing. Long past are the days of lip-synching
four-fingered little cartoon figures. Now all the actors are required to climb into wetsuits clearly
marked with their characters names. (Interesting
aside: director Gil Kenan signed every actor on his
“wish list.” This is obviously desirable work.) But
there’s more! All faces are pasted up with rather disfiguring and uncomfortable “sensory dots,” after
which the thespians climb into a wiremesh play
space, are handed cunningly weighted mockups of
their sundry props and told to act.
Computers take care of all the other five to sixhundred steps. (This is hyperbole, of course, but
there are a lot of steps.) Not counting the crafting of
models, the drawing of storyboards, the choreographing of action sequences—well, we all know
movies are big-time employers of the talented little
people. And actors are unquestionably necessary.
One said that this sort of playing for the computer is
in some ways like a return to the theater.
Sure, actors are necessary. But for how long will
that be true? It’s science fiction time, guys, and runaway technology is changing our society daily, daring us to catch up. One brilliant editor—wish I could
recall his name—made the point that science fiction
twenty-five years back was cautioning us about the
world we were about to enter. Now that we are enmired and submerged in it, not so much. Which may
help explain why bookstore shelves are dominated
by fantasy adventures featuring elves.
We’ve all seen the commercials starring Fred
Astaire and Humphrey Bogart, commercials that
DVD Release Date:
Starring:
Director:
Screenwriters:
Rated:
Number of Discs:
Studio:
Special Features:
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those gentlemen not only never made but never
would have made. Their continuing presence as cultural icons is a commodity that can be used to sell
other commodities. The “presence” of actors, if not
their actual faces and bodies, inhabits recent animated films and stokes their engines. Tom Hanks
dominated The Polar Express, the film that pioneered
“performance capture” animation and that split the
critical vote. Some considered it an innovative classic, but Stephanie Zacharek of Salon.com put it on
the line for the opposing view. “A special tool, kind
of like a blackhead extractor, is used to remove the
souls of real-life actors so their faces and bodies can
be cloned and freeze-dried in a handy digital format. Then, a special reanimation process brings
them to ‘life’.” Mr. Hanks is not, as we thought, the
co-producer and five-times star of Polar Express. He
ain’t nothin’ but a zombie.
So is it fabulous that a cartoon figure can look
and sound so much like the human being behind the
digital mask, or is it creepy? Both, of course. I vote
for fabulous, but as a lifelong fan of otherworldliness
I’ve always thought of reality as a crutch. There are
probably a few of you like me out there.
Known-quantity actors like Steve Buscemi (Nebbercracker) and Kathleen Turner (the House) lend a
jolt of recognition and a cachet to Monster House. The
kids are newcomers and they do fine, but the special
insider thrill of hearing the voices of Maggie Gyllenhaal and Fred Willard provides a necessary support system. We need to know the actors behind the
masks. It generates the thrill of the miracle. It’s them,
but they’re not really there. It’s what we said when we
saw Bogart as pitchman. He had achieved techno-

Monster House, Widescreen Edition

October, 2006
Mitchel Musso, Sam Lerner, Spencer Locke, Steve Buscemi,
Maggie Gyllenhaal,& Kathleen Turner
Gil Kenan
Dan Harmon, Rob Shrab & Pamela Pettler
PG
1
Sony Pictures
Audio commentary with the filmmaker; Seven featurettes:
“Imaginary Heroes,” “Beginner's Luck,” “The Best of Friends,”
“Lots of Dots,” “Black Box Theater,” “Making It Real” & “Did You
Hear That?”; “Evolution of a Scene: Eliza vs. Nebbercracker”;
Photo gallery: “The Art of Monster House”; DVD-ROM Link to
Games; Downloads and activities.
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logical immortality. He really wasn’t there. Are the
royalties going to his widow, or shouldn’t we ask?
It is reported in the extras that Kathleen Turner,
now noticeably overweight, was lured into playing
the House by being told that she had played the
most beautiful animated character—Jessica Rabbit,
we infer—and now had a chance to play the ugliest.
She seemed charmed by this inverted compliment,
and I’m sure she was handsomely compensated. But
just think: someday she can be CGI-ed without being
lured, present or paid. Someday her actual face and
body, original or augmented, could appear in a film
with actors she never met, in a story she never read.
Because the tech is moving faster than imagination
or copyright law.
It’s something to think about, even if it makes
us dizzy.
Let me recommend a fascinating short novel by
Connie Willis called Remake. It may be out of print
but it’s worth tracking down. In a future Hollywood
more machinery-heavy than ours, a young woman

wants to dance in the movies. She doesn’t get that
dance movies are no longer being made; they are instead spliced together from the copyrighted moves
of trademarked dead performers. She’s stubborn. She
wants to dance with Fred Astaire. And through some
futuristic magic, she ends up hoofing in an old flick.
We are not meant to “believe” Remake any more
than we are meant to “believe” Monster House. But
it does help us to think. Connie Willis is a good
writer, with an unextracted soul. She doesn’t write
about elves.
Meanwhile, have fun with the kinderflicks,
folks, and marvel at the latest version of Hollywood
hyperreality. Just remember one thing, when you
come off the high. Reality may be a crutch, but we’d
all fall over without it.

Edna Stumpf was a regular Philadelphia Inquirer
book reviewer for over 25 years, often writing about science fiction. She also guest-lectured for sci-ence fiction
film courses.

Frankenstein, 75th Anniversary Edition
DVD Review by Sara K. Ellis

There’s a reason that only its sequel has surpassed James Whale’s adaptation of Frankenstein.
Much like the novel upon which it is based, the imagery and themes of the 1931 film have a way of jerking our corpse-like attention back to the present. In
my case, I was watching the movie during the holidays, when U.S. media outlets decided that the best
way to ring in the New Year was a barrage of cell
phone images of a hangman. There, in a reminder of
our creeping proximity to a neo-Dickensian society,
was Dr. Frankenstein sending his assistant, Fritz, to
scramble up the gallows. Thanks, CNN; your moral
indignation was, and is, a great comfort.
The 75th anniversary DVD release of Frankenstein couldn’t have come at a better time. It’s loaded
with tidbits that, despite their shock and hilarity,
point out our present day foibles, not only in matters of science, but also gender and so-called religious morality. While much is made in the
additional documentaries about the choice to keep
Karloff uncredited in the opening titles, I found the
heading “From a Novel by Mrs. Percy Bysshe Shelley” to be just as remarkable. The daughter of one
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of England’s first feminists might have been
amused, eighty years after her death, to see her
name eclipsed by her equally talented, if not philandering, husband. Conversely, a scene in the film
containing a suspiciously butch-looking female
amongst a crowd of male medical students also had
me wondering whether the openly gay Whale wasn’t pulling a Hitchcock, and sneaking a lesbian past
the Hayes code. It’s nice to think so, anyway. Add
to this DVD an extra sound byte of cultural relevance with the restoration of a long-censored line
of dialogue, voiced by Clive with such mad-hatter
cheek you’d have thought he was thumbing his
nose at Michael Medved: “In the name of God!
Now I know what it feels like to be God!” The censors, having long-since moved their focus in Henrylike fashion to various body parts on display
during the Super Bowl, have thankfully remained
silent this time.
Conservative interpretations of the film, not to
mention the novel, have always focused on the
pride of the mere mortal who plays God, but this
reading feels cheap, particularly with regard to
WINTer,
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Frankenstein, 75th Anniversary Edition

September, 2006
Colin Clive, Mae Clarke, John Boles, Boris Karloff &
Edward Van Sloan
James Whale
John L. Balderston, based on the novel by Mary Shelly
Unrated
2
Universal Pictures
Feature commentary with Rudy Behlmer; Feature commentary
with historian Sir Christopher Frayling; Featureet: “Karloff: The
Gentle Monster”; Featurette: “The Frankenstein Files: How
Hollywood Made a Monster”; Featurette-length documentary:
Universal Horror; “Monster Tracks,” interactive pop-up trivia;
“Frankenstein Archives,” poster and still galleries; “Boo!”, a
short film; Theatrical trailer

Clive’s wacked-out performance. His Henry
Frankenstein is a man desperately in need of notice,
yet one who suffers from the worst kind of unwanted attention. The nosy and sanctimonious trio
who come banging down his schloss door—ala Sen.
Bill Frist—to halt his experiments, have no better
claim on life’s secrets than the mob of hoopleheads
who burn down the windmill. The casting of John
Boles, one of the blandest male leads in cinema history, as a romantic foil creates a fine tension between
Wonderbread and high camp. Henry’s drive to create life often feels like a subconscious attempt to
liven up the dismal company that forces itself upon
him, and, despite the fact that the happy ending was
tacked on by studio heads, an old man enjoying a
drink amongst a crowd of pretty girls is a refreshing bit of chutzpah compared to the moralizing that
might have been. This Frankenstein seems to be more
about the lack of attention we pay to science than
the dangers of its transgressions. We ignore the

Henry, as we do real world medical researchers and
climatologists, at our own peril; until, that is, they
step on our cultural taboos.
This two-disc set also contains “Boo!”, a comic
short film, made from classic horror clips; Universal
Horror, a history of the film studio, narrated by
Whale’s would-be usurper Kenneth Branagh;
Frankenstein: The Making of a Monster, and Karloff: The
Gentle Monster, a 38 minute biography of the question mark himself. There are also some great clips
and stills from other old classics, including the lost
Lon Chaney vehicle, London After Midnight, and the
original 1910 film version of Frankenstein, included
with interviews with Gloria Stewart and the late Fay
Wray. Most enjoyable, however, were the recollections from Ray Bradbury and actor James Karen of
their childhood experiences in the movie theater. If
there’s one complaint about this DVD set, it’s that a
widescreen version is not included to help us better
share those memories.

Salon Fantastique, edited by Ellen Datlow & Terri Windling
Book Review by Mario Guslandi

Admittedly, fantasy is not my favorite genre, unless is absolutely top-notch. But when editors such
as Ellen Datlow and Terri Windling join forces to assemble a fiction anthology, no matter under what
genre label, one can only expect the best and secure
a copy of the book as soon as possible. The two
ladies have indeed an uncanny ability in either eliciting first-class material from the invited contributors or choosing the brightest gems among the pile of
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submitted manuscripts. The latest product of Datlow
& Windling Inc. is Salon Fantastique, a “bold” anthology—as stated on the back cover—of fifteen fantasy tales.
The opening story, “La Fèe Verte,” by Delia Sherman, is a superb historical piece set around the time
of a Paris siege in 1870 depicting the particular liason
between two young girls: Victorine, a classy, expensive whore, and La Fèe Verte, a young woman enWINTer,
SPRING, 2007

Salon Fantastique

Editors: Ellen Datlow &
Terri Windling
ISBN-10: 1560258330
Publisher: Thunder’s
Mouth Press
Release date: Sept., 2006
$16.95, 396 pages, trade
paperback

dowed with a visionary ability. The author creates a
very credible historical scenario while keeping a
masterful hold on her fictional characters.
“Dust Devil on a Quiet Street,” by Richard Bowes,
pays an affectionate homage to Manhattan’s artist
world and is extremely enjoyable even for the readers
unfamiliar with the NY setting, providing a nice medley of nostalgia, local gossip and black magic with a
slight touch of noir. Christian Barzak’s “The Guardian
of the Egg,” a wonderful fairy tale for adults, revolves
around a girl with a tree growing in her head, who
acts as the guardian of a mysterious egg while nature
is regaining its dominion over the world.
“A Gray and Soundless Tide” represents yet another of Catherinne M. Valente’s hermetic but fascinating yarns where her prose turns into poetry. Paul
Di Filippo contributes the beautifully written “Femaville 29,” a parable about the ability (or inability)

to believe in magic, describing the life in a refugee
camp for tsunami survivors. Jedediah Berry’s “To
Measure the Earth” is a bizarre, obscure piece featuring a superstitious, weird family of farmers back
in 1890, while in the disconcerting but somehow fascinating “Yours, Etc” by Gavin Grant the ghosts of a
couple of dead girls mingle with living (?) people.
With “The Night Whiskey”—to me the best
story in the book—Jeffrey Ford confirms to be an
outstanding fantasist and a terrific storyteller. The
tale, portraying the unusual traditions of a small
country village and the tragedy taking place therein
one night, constitutes the extraordinary ending.
While Datlow and Windling made questionable
choices when they compiled their Year’s Best Fantasy and Horror series (and Datlow still is, who continues the task with Kelly Link and Gavin Grant),
their judgment is much more solid in Salon Fantastique. The anthology, which also includes contributions from Peter S. Beagle, Gree Gilman, Gregory
Maguire, David Prill, Lucius Shepard, Lavie Tidhar
and Marly Youmans, is remarkable, highly recommendable and well worth reading.
Mario Guslandi lives in Milan, Italy and is most
likely the only Italian who regularly reads (and re-views)
dark fiction in English, he’s written reviews for a number
of genre websites such as Emerald City, The Agony Column, Infinity Plus, The SF Site and Horrorworld.

PS238, Vol. III: No Child Left Behind!, by Aaron Williams
Graphic Novel Review by Hawk

Good all-age comics are difficult to find. Either
they’re written for the young reader, and hold little
interest to the adult, or they’re actually written for
adults but marketed to children. PS238, the brainchild
of Aaron Williams (Nodwick, Truth Justin and the American Way, Full Frontal Nerdity), is one of those comics
that is mild enough for the young crowd, and yet full
of enough satire, humor, and homage to keep the
adult audience reading and begging for more.
PS238, the school for metahuman prodigy, is built
underneath the Excelsior Public School. The school is
run by the government to guide and train metahuman
prodigies in the correct usage of their powers. The
school has a wide variety of students from Captain
Clarinet (the son of Atlas, an equivalent to Superman),
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Zodon (an evil genius in the making), Tom Davidson
(a time traveler who bears a suspicious resemblance to
the fourth Dr. Who), Suzi Fusion (who wields atomic
power), and Tyler Marlocke (an ordinary human
child).
PS238, Vol. III: No Child
Left Behind!

Writer & Illustrator:
Aaron Williams
ISBN-10: 1933288248
Publisher: Dark Storm Press
Release date: July, 2006
$15.99, 160 pages, trade
paperback
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Much of this book centers on Tyler, the son of two
of the world’s greatest heroes, who has no powers.
His parents are not willing to accept this fact and have
sent him to PS238. The staff has been given instructions to do what they can to make Tyler’s (supposed)
powers manifest. Principal
Cranston, realizing the problems
that this will entail for Tyler, has
illicitly enlisted Revenant (an
equivalent to Batman) to help
train Tyler to survive in a superpowered world.
Aaron Williams deftly
weaves together plots and subplots in No Child Left Behind. The
book starts with a cosmic game
of Four-Square, and ends with
Tyler & the Revenant facing
down a megalomaniac ex-robot.
In between, Tyler wanders
through a Castle Beyond Time
and Space, stop Zodon’s timetraveling plans, meets the only
man who’ll be able to breach
PS238’s security, and still has
time to finish his Social Studies homework.
Many authors attempt to keep multiple plots
moving forward, and most fail. This can be for various reasons—a lack of strong writing ability, editorial
fiat, or the writer who had conceived of the subplot
left the book and the new writer decided to drop it.
Williams, in contrast, is the writer, artist, and editor
all in one; he has a very strong grasp of his characters
and where he wants to go with them. Charles Brigman, the schoolyard bully who is challenged to a cosmic game of Four-Square, seems unremarkable when
the graphic novel begins. However, by the end of his
chapter Williams has set Charles up as a strong an“There are things which cannot be taught in
ten easy lessons, nor popularized for the
masses; they take years of skull sweat. This
be treason in an age when ignorance has
come into its own and one man’s opinion is as
good as another’s.”
— Robert A. Heinlein, Glory Road
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tagonist that will continue to vex Tyler and his friends
throughout future issues. Additionally, while Tyler
helps Tom Davidson stop Zodon from mucking with
the time stream, he is introduced to the man who is
the impetus for Tyler & the Revenant’s climactic
showdown that constitutes the
end of the book.
Aaron Williams is a rare breed
of writer: one who is not only able
to write but to draw. His art looks
deceptively simple, but is rich in
detail and background. Whether
it’s Zodon bouncing through time
and space, Tyler playing a cosmic
game, or Revenant attempting to
rescue kidnapped children, the art
is mesmerizing. One of my criteria for good comic art is “Does this
look realistic? Would I be surprised to turn around and find
this person/thing/ place in the
world surrounding me?” Williams
passes these criteria with flying
colors, making me believe that I
could find myself in his world.
The combination of a well-written story and gorgeous art makes No Child Left Behind a mesmerizing
read that is impossible to put down. Make sure you
have plenty of time to read after you buy this; I had
the book sitting on my desk at work and a co-worker
picked it up to glance at. The next thing he knew, it
was an hour later and he hadn’t been able to put it
back down. While knowledge of previous volumes
would be helpful, Aaron Williams makes it easy
enough for anyone to pick his books up for the first
time and not be confused.
PS238 is suitable for all ages. Dark Storm Press
published the first three volumes of PS238. Future
volumes will be published under Aaron Williams’s
new imprint, Do Gooder Press.
Hawk lives in California with her husband where she
spends almost too much of her time reading comics. When
not fulfilling her addiction, she can be found reading books,
hiking, writing adventures for her gaming group, or enjoying non-computer gaming.
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The Android’s Dream, by John Scalzi
Book Review by Matthew Appleton

While attending Philcon I heard panelists on a
couple different occasions discuss the notion that SF
has become too pessimistic and insular, thus turning off readers and leading to its slow demise—a
rough restatement of Kristine Kathryn Rusch’s comments in the Sept. 2006 issue of Asimov’s that SF
would be well served by more stories in the vein of
the Star Wars movies. It’s actually an old discussion;
I know that back in the mid ‘90s Brian Stableford
published an essay in Science-Fiction Studies arguing that SF is dying and that movies, television and
media tie-ins were the SF of the future. Regardless
of its age and roots, the argument remains: core SF
is sorely lacking a sense of good-spirited adventure.
I don’t know if making the first chapter essentially
one drawn out fart joke disqualifies it from consideration as part of what Rusch was referring to as the
ideal, but John Scalzi’s The Android’s Dream certainly
makes use of the Joseph Campbell hero archetype
while at the same time adding generous dollops of
humor.
Although primarily a comic novel, the engine of
The Android’s Dream is a diplomatic thriller where
the fate of Earth rests in the hands a Harry Creek,
an extraordinarily brilliant underachiever who
works in the State Department as a “Xenosaoient Facilitator”—he’s the bearer of bad news to alien
diplomats stationed on Earth. As a result of the
aforementioned fart joke, humanity finds itself on
the brink of war against the Nidu, the alien species
that serves both as our primary trade partner and
our primary military ally. In order to save Earth
from Nidu rule—our interstellar forces don’t stand
a chance against theirs—Creek must find a living
sheep from a rare breed called Android’s Dream (we
are told that the designers did in fact give it that
name as “a literary reference.”) A living specimen
containing the DNA from this breed is necessary for
the Nidu ascension ceremony for a new political
leader, and takes place in about a week. Unfortunately, someone has mysteriously killed all the
sheep of this breed owned by the Nidu, and it appears that those responsible are also killing all of the
Android’s Dream on Earth as well.
Creek is picked for the job because of a number
of relatively unused skill sets he possesses; one in
Some FantastIc
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particular allows him to create an AI based on his
long-deceased high school best friend, Brian Javna,
Thanks to him (it?), Creek soon finds the last living
carrier of the Android’s Dream genetic code. Much
to the disconcertment of all those involved, it turns
out that this specific specimen is actually human and
owns a pet shop in Falls Church, VA. Because of a
long chain of events involving clandestine genetic
engineering, political blackmail and a church based
on the writings of a drugged-out, failed science fiction writer (more on this in a moment), Robin Baker,
owner of Robin’s Pets, is 18% Android’s Dream. That
part of her genetic sequence is turned off, but the
percentage is enough to allow her to stand in place of
one of her distant relatives so that the Nidu ascension ceremony can proceed. Unfortunately, those responsible for the death of the entire breed also find
out about Robin and soon pursue her with the same
ruthlessness with which they killed off her wool-covered kin. It doesn’t take long for the factions competing for Nidu’s throne to learn of her existence,
and once that happens Creek and Robin find themselves at the center of a firestorm involving political
intrigue, diplomatic maneuvering, a court case over
whether Robin is actually property or a brand new
sentient species, and the before-mentioned church.
Initially, the Church of the Evolved Lamb will
sound like an in-joke for well-versed SF fans. Scalzi
tells us:
“The Founder was M. Robbin Dwellin, an
early 21st-century science fiction writer of
admittedly modest talents and man on the
make, who had published one novel to deafening critical and commercial indifference
and had no prospects of a second…”(p. 107)

While teaching an adult education short-story workshop, Dwellin encountered an elderly student, Andrea Hayter-Ross, who is the 16th richest person in
the world. In the attempt to scam her out of money,
“he created a new ‘religion,’ in which he was the
prophet and avatar, which foretold of the coming of
the next level of humanity.” (p. 108)1 Unlike most Scientologists, however, Hayter-Ross saw through his
ploy and ultimately strung him along until his death.
SPRING, 2007

She then perversely founded the Church of the
Evolved Lamb, which embraced the fact that it was
“the first and only religion that fully acknowledged
its founding was a total scam.” (p. 107) The poor
quality of Dwellin’s writing, which is quoted at various times in the book, is also worth noting; one
character goes so far as to say, “It’s completely
ridiculous… It’s like Nostrodamus, hung over and
in free verse. Complete bullshit and they made a religion out of it anyway.”(p. 279) In other words,
we’re spared Tolkeinesque poesy when reading
Dwellin’s work.2 The church is also unique in that although its adherents split into two different ideological factions that argue over whether Dwellin’s
writings were somehow divinely inspired, they both
nonetheless work together to bring about the
church’s goal: bringing forth “an entity that combines the best qualities of humanity and the pastoral
qualities of the lamb.” (p. 386)3 But despite its dubious beginnings and thanks to Hayter-Ross’s efforts,
the Church is now one of the more powerful arcane
societies on Earth, and by the end of Android’s
Dream it becomes clear just how powerful it is.
But the Church of the Evolved Lamb is just one
of many elements of the enjoyably absurd in the
novel: Scalzi liberally sprinkles Android’s Dream with
immensely sublime jokes/asides as well. During our
introductory murder by farting, we learn about the
Nugentians, a cult that harvests animals for meat
solely via bow hunting. Yet, in the same chapter, we
also learn about a Dr. Atkinson who told his patient
repeatedly to cut back on red meat consumption or
it would kill him. Later, as the diplomatic crisis between the Nidu and Earth quickly begins to build,
the President continues to read to kindergartners as
he initially planned. In this future version of Earth,
Quaker Oats is the largest mainstream information
and technology service in the world, and the Quaker
Oats man is now the “universal symbol” of highThe Android’s Dream

Author: John Scalzi
ISBN-10: 0765309416
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$24.95, 400 pages,
hardcover
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tech. Scalzi also takes a moment to seemingly mock
his self-acknowledge difficulty in coming up with
original names by naming one minor character
“Reginald Dwight” and then having another character note that it was Elton John’s birth name.
The humor is not confined to allusions to recent
events and figures. In fact, many of the characters in
Android’s Dream possess some style of wit. In Robin’s
case, it seems mostly like a self-defense mechanism—her constant quips are her way of dealing
with a situation that quickly spirals beyond her comprehension. Creek possesses a quick wit as well—
probably a requirement given he’s the protagonist in
this comic novel—but as the events of the novel race
toward the climax and his and Robin’s situation
grows a bit more dire, his sense of humor understandably takes a backseat. Brian too also maintains
a healthy sense of humor, one that understandably
operates at the level of a teenager, due to the fact he
was he was 18 when he made the brainscan that’s
part of his construct. But the humor isn’t provided
by just the characters. Very much in the style of the
narrator of Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, when providing important information of events outside the
purview of the characters, the narrator of The Android’s Dream injects humor into the story. For example, when explaining the absolute emptiness of
n-space—a form of hyperspace used by the sentient
races in the novel—the narrator tells us that “it doesn’t have anything in it, at least not in a ‘whoops
we’ve just hit an iceberg’ sense.” (p. 313)
Although primarily a humorous novel, Scalzi
handles some of its other elements quite well. Although no one will mistake any of his work for cyberpunk, he actually writes a few interesting
passages recognizable as such. Mind you, there’s
nothing about the future world of Android’s Dream
that resembles a future normally depicted in cyberpunk. However, Brian is confined to computer networks, so when he starts assisting Creek, we see his
interactions in the cyber-world. Notably, the description of Brian fighting off attacks to Creek’s system feels like it could’ve come straight out of Bruce
Bethke’s Headcrash. Since the military is usually an
extension of politics, Android’s Dream also contains a
couple of passages discussing military engagements,
which Scalzi handles with the same deft skill in
which he presented them in his previous novels.
But the most fascinating element of The Android’s
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Dream is Robin herself. At first glance, she seems to
stand in as Creek’s potential love interest and as the
damsel in distress that he must save—i.e., the stereotypical role that women often played back when
nearly all SF originated from the pulps (and here we
are finally coming full circle to my original thought
about returning SF to its roots). However, she is more
than that. After their initial encounter, she is the one
who first asks Creek on a date. Although Creek certainly superbly defends and protects her, there’s almost a Princess Leia-like quality to the quips and
barbs she often throws at Creek, and when the
events of the novel finally reach their climax, Robin
must perform the actions that ensure that she and
Creek will escape the situation alive while simultaneously saving the Earth. Finally, at the end of the
novel she receives the most of the benefits from
Creek’s hard work, and how she decides to handle
them certainly isn’t the decision most people would
make. In essence, she’s the anti-Heinlein juvenile
character—female, mature adult, more or less along
for the ride, taking almost no heroic action on her
own to save anyone (or herself), and in the end wanting little more than to return to her roots.
In all, Android’s Dream is a wonderful departure
for Scalzi. Up till now, his SF work has resided within
the confines of the universe created for Old Man’s
War, but this book shows he capable of far more. Al-

though I vehemently disagreed with one character’s
snide remark that the Chicago Cubs and Washington
Senators/Nationals are the two most pathetic teams
in the history of baseball (I don’t know if this was the
character’s bias or not, but Scalzi potentially needs to
spend some time reading about the sordid history of
the Philadelphia Phillies), I thoroughly enjoyed this
frenetic romp that made entertaining use of any literary device Scalzi seemed interested in playing
with. As much as I love his Old Man’s War series, I am
looking forward to any other future diversions he
plans on taking from that universe.
Notes
1.
2.

3.

I’ve always enjoyed the delicious irony inherent in the fact that words “prophet” and
“profit” are homonyms.
I personally think this is a good thing, but this
is a notion people might disagree upon.
Sorry to quote directly from the novel so much
when talking about the Church of the Evolved
lamb, but this is clearly a case in which it’s best
to let the author’s words speak for themselves.

Matthew Appleton is the editor of Some Fantastic.
He feels that there is more than enough new SF appearing
in bookstores to cater to the taste of any reader out there.

Alone on the Darkside, edited by John Pelan
Book Review by Mario Guslandi

At a time when the best of dark fiction seems to
be confined to a few connoisseurs taking their pick
among the delightful but limited catalogs offered by
the small press, the ROC Dark Side series, edited by
John Pelan, constitutes a unique example of excellent horror anthologies available in the mass market,
and the fifth instalment, Alone on the Darkside, is, if
possible, even more accomplished and compelling
than the previous volumes.
The contributor list is, once again, quite impressive and as luck would have it, they all seem inspired
and in pretty good shape—with a couple of exceptions. Matt Cardin, whose “Desert Places” is a
solemn and pretentious piece about the uncommonly deep spiritual connection between a woman
and two men, and Robert N Lee, who provides
Some FantastIc

“Sometimes I Think if I Stand by the Phone it May
Ring,” a story I would gladly summarize for you if I
were able to understand what’s going on therein.
The remaining fourteen stories, believe me, are a
hymn to the pleasure of reading. Brian Hodge’s “And
Our Turn Too Will One Day Come” is a perfectly
creepy story, told in a solid narrative style, where
long-standing family secrets transferred from Ireland
to the United States are finally revealed during a
tragic night. Eddy C. Bertin provides “Belinda’s
Coming Home!”, an extraordinary tour de force starting out as the quiet report of family matters from a
girl’s diary and ending up in a crescendo of explosive horror.
The entertaining “The Cheerleaders, the Geek
and the Lonesome Piney Woods” by DGK Goldberg
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reports the bitter memories of an ugly southern girl
getting her revenge after the humiliations suffered
in her youth. In “Sentinels” the talented Mark
Samuels, abandoning for once his usual labyrinthine
style for a straightforward storytelling, probes the
mysteries of the disused ghost stations of London
underground. The fascinating tale, introducing the
character of Inspector Gray, appears somehow unfinished and possibly represents either the first tale
in a promising series or the beginning of a forthcoming novel.
Patricia Lee Macomber’s “Reel people” is a fine
crime story with a ghostly touch taking place in the
darkness of an old movie theatre, while “Skins” by
Gearard Houarner is the exquisite psychological
study of a loner and of his dangerous relationship
with an enigmatic woman whose love bores deep to
the bone.
Glenn Hishberg contributes “Devil’s Smile,” an
excellent dark tale unearthing the secrets of the past
buried in the memory of an old lady tending a dilapidated lighthouse. In the powerful and vivid “Inside the Labyrinth,” by David Riley, the myth of the
Minotaur comes alive again for a history teacher vacationing in Crete, while in Mark Dillon’s “Shadows
in the Sunrise”—a fascinating tale of loneliness and
dread takes place during a chilly winter—prose
turns into dark poetry.
Hank Schwaeble’s “Mugwumps” is by far the

most cynical and terrifying piece in the book; a tale
of violence, greed and cruelty that blends horror and
crime. Lucy Taylor proves to be a terrific storyteller
in the excellent “Linkage,” an intoxicating medley of
alcohol, sex and murder. The same can be said for
modern master Paul Finch whose “The Old North
Road”—although a slightly implausible mix of crime
and british folklore—manages to supply a tense narrative full of growing suspense.
“Warm, Wet Circles” by Michael Kelly is a compelling, atmospheric piece set in a foggy city where
the homeless vanish into thin air every day. Then
there’s “Just Beyond the Middle of the Journey,” by
Joseph A. Ezzo: a gripping, unnerving tale in which
the ghosts of war horrors still linger in today’s
Cambodia.
I can’t recommend enough this book. Unquestionably one of the best anthologies of the year, If
there’s justice in this world it should go straight to
claim one award or two.
Alone on the Darkside

Editor: John Pelan
ISBN-10: 0451461053
Publisher: ROC
Release date: Sept., 2006

$799, 353 pages, paperback

The Magic Toybox, edited by Denise Little
Book Review by Danny Adams

I had my pick of themed anthologies to review
for this issue of Some Fantastic, and gravitated almost
immediately to The Magic Toybox for a reason that
only solidly formed during the course of my reading the collection.
Science fiction is often known for its Big Ideas;
fantasy is likewise often known for its Big Quests.
But one large thing that seems to be missing in a lot
of speculative literature is the sense of wonder; the
feeling of imagination let loose to play. To me, the
idea of the concept of The Magic Toybox—fantasy stories revolving around toys of one enchanted sort or
another, as the title implies—seemed like a new
angle to the rediscovery of wonder. The idea intrigued me before I even realized why. And even
Some FantastIc

though the stories aren’t always fun outright—as
childhood itself isn’t—the book was indeed a good
reflection of the wonder that children all over the
world possess.
Here’s a sampling of what you’ll find in the
anthology:
The opening story certainly is fun: Jean Rabe’s
“Roadshow” centers around a group of cars at an
Antiques Roadshow-like taping in Milwaukee, with
our POV coming from a 1961 Hubley Mr. Magoo car.
Magoo, however, is not the legitimate property of the
man who currently possesses him, but was stolen
from an older lady who got it as a child—and the car
longs to go home. All of the cars wind up (no pun
intended) racing around the building where the tap-
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ing is going, wreaking havoc both on themselves and
other antiques throughout with moments that would
give George Lucas an inferiority complex. The story
is enjoyable even if you don’t much care for racing,
and it features an optimistic ending that gets your
hopes up for the poor Magoo car.
Where “Roadshow” was breezy, Esther Friesner’s “Cubby Grumbles Makes A Change” is darker
and gritty. Countless stories have been written about
children growing up and losing the innocence of
their youth, particularly when a dark world forces
itself down onto them; never before, as far as I know,
has the same treatment been given to toys losing
their innocence in a dark world. In the case of Friesner’s story, Cubby Grumbles is one of countless toys
that have been forced to go to an alien planet to fight
a war against a persistently vicious enemy. He, like
the other toys in his company, have only happy, cozy
memories of their previous owners—memories that
keep coming back again and again to remind the
toys that they’re fighting so their owners will stay
safe. However, Cubby realizes bit by bit that things
aren’t quite what they seem, and not only has he not
been told the whole story, but he has also been told
lies and had some of his memories erased. Skilled
craftsman that she is, Friesner’s portrayal of Cubby
as a troubled but determined toy who first fights a
war and then fights for his freedom makes him as
convincing as any human character, portraying both
fighting and Cubby’s sentimental memories with
language that never gets too clunky or over the top.
“The Call of the Track Ahead” by Dean Wesley
Smith introduces us to Mason Green, a fellow who
has been on a nonstop train for so many years he’s
lost track of them—at least a decade at that point, he
figures, and maybe a lot more. The scenery is always
the same—the train makes a loop every eighteen
days—and the only way to get off the train is to
jump. Mason and his new girlfriend Paula aren’t
quite certain that anyone who’s jumped off has survived—only that those people are never seen again.
They’re getting to the point where they know they’ll
need to jump off themselves.
The train itself—a larger, working version of a
huge model train set that Mason built during his
troubled childhood—is a metaphor: everyone on
board has left behind their dreams or gotten off on
the wrong track (sorry) somehow. Mason and Paula
both decide that if they survive the jump from the
Some FantastIc

train, then they’ll pursue their almost-lost dreams no
matter what. The course of the story and its ending
are both predictable, if well-done; there are no surprises in it, but the story itself is (sorry again, in advance) a nice ride.
“The What-Not Doll,” by Karen Everson, features a ghost named Richard Marlowe, shot a century and a half before by a jealous rival near a New
Orleans theater called Le Petite. The theater has the
unexplained power to bind to it the ghost of anyone
who died there or nearby. Another ghost, Rachael,
was an actress famous for her Desdemona and was
supposedly the lover that Richard was murdered
over. She now spends her time obsessively reliving
her suicide, particularly when Richard is around to
see. Richard’s hope for escape finally comes in the
form of a “What-Not” doll—a scraggly thing found
by a living theater employee named Cory who has,
to say the least, a deep desire for the (living) actress
currently playing Desdemona, named Diana.
Richard finds out just how deep Cory’s obsession for Diana is when he manages to enter the
What-Not doll, which has a spirit of its own that is
grateful for the company and having a “role” to play
again. Between them they attempt to influence
Cory’s actions towards Diana—as well as read
Cory’s thoughts—not a pleasant place to be. All in
all “The What-Not Doll” is a well-told tale about obsession and the price some are willing to pay to fulfill their fantasies. (And, oh yes, it is nice to read a
story about a doll that isn’t evil.)
“Little Pig, Berry Brown, and the Hard Moon”
takes place in a prehistoric society where a toy stick,
aptly named “Stick,” whose magic allows it to
speak to its owner, a girl named Little Pig. Stick is
a wise friend and counselor to the little girl in good
times and bad. The story opens at a terrible time,
when Little Pig’s mother, Berry Brown, has been
mortally injured by a boar. This particular tale is
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about a child forced to grow up, lose some of her
innocence, and put her toys away. Lake does a fine
job of portraying a child who is forced to do this but
will not forget what the toy meant to her—or how
much such a toy will mean to her own daughter
someday.
A fun doll story in which the doll is not evil
(have I said yet how tired I am of evil dolls?) is Jody
Lynn Nye’s “The Revenge of Chatty Cathy”.
Perinda’s mother can’t afford to get a fancy new doll
for her daughter’s birthday like Perinda wants, but
instead finds an old Chatty Cathy doll in mint condition, in the box, that still talks—and talks, and
talks, whether or not you pull her string. Cathy loves
her new owner, and Perinda also quickly becomes
enamored with the doll—and all is well until they
get carjacked, with Perinda and Chatty Cathy still inside. The carjackers quickly get Perinda out of the
car—but keep Cathy when they realize they could
sell the doll for some good money—a task that
grows increasingly difficult as Cathy gets chattier
and more angry with them. The story is light-hearted
and while there are no particular twists in the tale or
surprise endings, it was one of my favorite pieces in
the anthology.
“Jack Tar,” by Gail Selinger, is yet another tale
about a doll, only this time the doll is an old male sea
salty woven by the great-great-grandfather of the
main character, Michael. Far from being evil, his creation was a blessing (literally) both to Michael’s ancestor and every generation of the family since—he
acts as a friend, a mentor, and then as a guide when
Michael tells Jack that his son, Jordy, is suffering from
a wasting disease that no doctor can diagnose or
treat. It turns out that there’s not much challenge to
the treatment—aside, of course, from the fact that
Jordy’s life depends on it—and some readers may
think the solutions come too easily (as I did, admittedly), but the story was a good read nevertheless.
Kristine Kathryn Rusch’s story “Losing Dolly”
“Some people say that love is the most powerful force in the Universe. Well, you can take
it from me that it isn’t.... No, the most powerful
and significant force in the Universe, the one
that gets things done and makes things happen, is aggravation.”
— Tom Holt , Ye Gods!
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is unique in the collection in that the toy is not present at all until close to the end—only its memory is
with the reader. Young Annabeth has lost both her
father and her Dolly all at once, and as the story says,
“Annabeth thought she could live without Daddy,
but not both.” Rusch paints a convincing picture of
a small child in a large, poor family struggling with
the death of her father and anger at God; there’s
nothing she can do to bring her father back, and God
isn’t obviously there to get angry with, so she spends
her time desperately trying to find Dolly, the only
thing in the entire situation she has control over.
Annabeth is one of the characters in the collection
who struck me as the most real, with the most depth;
it didn’t hurt that her double grief is detailed realistically and simply yet with great depth as a child’s
would be, and that she views the adults in her life
the way a child is likely to. The fantasy element is
there, but this story would have also done well in a
mainstream collection too. A definite winner.
The final story, “Lady Roxanne La Belle” by
Laura Resnick, will be familiar ground to most fantasy readers: Roxanne’s life has been screwed over
through no fault of her own, and she finds herself
penniless (and suddenly carrying a six-figure debt).
She and her ten-year-old son Jeff now live with Roxanne’s overly demanding and unsympathetic parents. Roxanne’s mom harbors the unlikely hope that
there will be a girl grandchild on the way soon, and
with that hope she bought a huge castle at a RenFaire
with the promise that it would “one day reveal its
secrets to a young lady whose heart was rich with
longing.” Unfortunately, while the story gets off to a
strong start it turns onto well-trodden paths from
there: the castle really is magical, Roxanne is
whisked away into an alternate world where the real
castle resides, the castle’s wizard also happens to be
the same fellow who sold the model to Roxanne’s
mom, and so on. The ending is easily guessed too—
all of which is a shame; the writing otherwise
sparkles like the castle’s gold, making magical promises of its own.
This anthology may only find a niche market; a
lot of readers may find the bulk of the stories sweet
to the point of sappiness, for instance, or be put off
by—well, the sheer number of doll stories, say. The
Magic Toybox is well worth a look, though, and with
luck, you may recapture a bit of childhood wonder
in the reading, too.
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Odyssey, edited by Jack McDevitt
Book Review by Sara K. Ellis

I had the interesting experience of reading Jack
McDevitt’s Odyssey alongside Richard Dawkins’s
The God Delusion. This Orange County atheist
needed a little support during the holidays, and
McDevitt’s space adventure read like a piratical
sidekick to the latter’s droll tirade. Not only does
Odyssey contain a subplot about a middle-aged man
on trial for thumping his old Sunday school
preacher, its entire premise seems built upon one of
Dawkins’s pet peeves: Pascal’s wager.
We’ve all heard it in one form or another: it’s
smarter to believe in God, because if he does exist,
the believer gains all, but if he doesn’t, there’s nothing to lose—unless you’re one of those uppity primates who holds her reasoning skills in high
regard. In this stronghold of mega-churches and
water cooler zealots, I hear it paraphrased a little
too often, and I find its presentation, which aspires
like Dave Eggers’s early prose for an overwhelming cutesiness, to be far more irritating than its
faulty logic. While Dawkins’s book includes a few
good swipes, McDevitt goes the creative route, inverting it onto the realm of science: If you win, you
get the answer to everything; if you lose, you’ll
probably destroy the entire universe. Hardly seems
worth it, and some would agree that in this case, reliance on a creation myth might be the more rational option.
In McDevitt’s version of the 23rd century, this is
the choice being considered. Somewhere in deep
space, a group of scientists are working on the Origins Project; a hypercollider that might tell us more
than we’d ever dreamed about the Big Bang, or just
might rip a hole in the fabric of the universe.
One would hope that after two hundred years
that humanity would have figured out how to
avoid instigating any planetary, much less cosmic
catastrophe, but McDevitt’s earth is a terrifying and
comically familiar place. You thought Katrina was
bad? Try “Hurricane Alley,” a storm-cleared swathe
of the Dakotas, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba; child
abductions and school shootings are still with us;
and certainly Dawkins would wince to discover
that his plan to rid us of our dieties has proved to be
a genetically modified, non-free range turkey.
Headlines placed at the beginning of each
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chapter: “VATICAN REAFFIRMS EXISTENCE OF
HELL; VIOLENCE GENE CAN BE REMOVED,
and my personal favorite, HOLLAND TUNNEL
MUSEUM TO CLOSE,” leave the characters and action free to move, and move they do. In come the
“moonriders,” mysterious black orbs that have
been raising speculation, not to mention the hackles, on a decreasing number of interstellar travelers. In another parallel with our era, space flight,
despite the discovery of several life-bearing planets, is still a favorite political target: No planet has
turned up an earth equivalent civilization; colonization projects have stagnated at two; and even
tourism is lousy business. Travelers must spend
their vacations “trapped inside steel hulls,” with
only the shipboard video monitors to show them
where they’ve gone. Thus, the moonriders become
the last hope for an industry that is, once again,
dying a slow and painfully ignored death.
Gregory MacAllister, curmudgeon and antiagency pundit, grudgingly joins an expedition to
investigate the phenomenon—one that obliges by
showing up to hurl a few asteroids at neighboring
planets and manned projects. Along for the ride are
a beautiful pilot, the teenaged daughter of a Senator, and an resentful and overly ambitious member
of the space agency. McDevitt regular Priscilla
“Hutch” Hutchins stays on the ground this time,
working as a foil to skeptic MacAllister.
What I enjoyed most about McDevitt’s writing
was that while his characters are perhaps not as
deeply etched out as they might be, they nevertheless feel real. How refreshing it is to read a book
with a female character who really does rue giving
up her career for a marriage and kids. Real women
like Hutch are shockingly absent in a 21st century
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riddled with vapid, man obsessed chick-lit. Certainly, MacAllister’s love interest in the novel, who
I’ll not reveal, fits the profile of the femme fatale,
but she’s doing it to save a career, not to entangle an
eligible male.

Critics of Odyssey have complained that the
book is a lackluster addition to a series, but for this
first-time reader, it provided enough adventure,
humor, and light social commentary to keep me
turning the pages.

CSA: The Confederate States of America
DVD Review by Steven H Silver

In 2004, Kevin Willmott wrote and directed
“C.S.A.: The Confederate States of America,” a
mockumentary based on the premise that the Confederacy managed to win the Civil War and annex
the North, forcing the antebellum way of life on the
entire country. The general history of the country
follows the same path as in our own world, but
there are significant changes.
The film takes the form of a documentary produced by the BBS, Willmott’s world’s version of the
BBC. Apparently already aired in Britain, the showing as it appears in the film incorporates comments
about its original impact as well as the commercials
which indicate, in some ways more than the primary narrative, the different course the Confederate States has taken.
Willmott uses a cast of mostly unknowns, led
by Evamarii Johnson as Canadian history Patricia
Johnson, Rupert Pate as Southern historian Sherman Hoyle, and Larry Peterson as Confederate
politician and scion John Ambrose Fauntroy V.
Using a documentary style reminiscent of the work
of Ken Burns, Willmott looks at the history of his
version of the country from the Civil War to the
modern day.
Following Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation and the framing of the conflict in terms of
slavery and freedom, the Confederacy responded
by successfully reframing the conflict as a matter
of states’ rights and protection of personal property, bringing England and France into the war on
their side and defeating the United States. While
in most cases of the Confederacy achieving victory, the former United States is broken into two
pieces, in this film, the Confederacy successfully
overruns the United States, incorporating it into
their own country.
As alternate history, the film is not particularly
well thought out. The overwhelming success the
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South has is nothing more than a pipe dream for
Sons of the Confederacy. Even if that aspect of the
film can be accepted, history diverges and converges without explanation. From President Jefferson Davis, and very different political and cultural
paths, the world of the Confederacy still sees a
Nixon-Kennedy presidential race in 1960. Since
many abolitionists fled the North for the safety of
Canada after the Confederacy’s success, it is difficult to see how the history could converge so thoroughly. Willmott does make some changes, with the
Republican Kennedy focusing on freeing the slaves
and giving women the right to vote. Although
Kennedy made it clear he would emancipate the
slaves, he was still elected, despite nothing to indicate that the country, which had only recently
caused a resurgence of slavery, was ready for emancipation and abolition.
Willmott’s Confederacy eventually encompassed an empire stretching from the Canadian
boarder to the tip of Tierra del Fuego. Slavery flourished in this entire region despite its previous abolition in the British colonies. One of the interesting
features about the way Willmott portrays the Confederacy’s invasion of South America is the way it
is represented differently whether the speaker is the
Canadian historian Patricia Johnson or the Southern überpatriot John Ambrose Fauntroy V.
The resurgence of the slave trade not only
helped get the Confederacy out of the depression
of the 1930s, but also was taken to heart by
Africans, who explained that they only traded “inferior” tribes (much as one done in the 1800s) and
the representative of Africa at that time, Mombaso
(portrayed by Ngondi Kamatuka) indicates that
slavery is simply a matter of capitalism and Africa
had nothing else to trade.
At the same time, Willmott depicts ties between
the Confederacy and Hitler’s Germany. In Germany,
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Hitler was murdering Jews, while the Confederacy’s
only problem with the Holocaust was that they saw
Hitler’s activity as the wasting of potential slave
labor. The Confederacy would not interfere with the
Germans, although the Confederacy did have issues
with the Japanese. In this world, the CSA struck the
Japanese on December 7, 1941.
Part of Willmott’s technique to depict a fully realized Confederacy is to include clips of plays, films,
and television shows which appeared in the years
after the Confederacy gained ascendancy. Historian
Johnson looks at these various films and notes that
at no time do they fully extricate themselves from
the role of government propaganda films.
Many of the commercials featured throughout
the film are for products and services which actually existed at one time. Notable among those are
“Coon Chicken Inn,” “Darkie Toothpaste1,” and
“Nigger Hair Cigarettes2.” Other products are parodies of well known brands transported to Willmott’s alternate world, such as the opening ad for
“Confederate Family Insurance” or subsequent ads
for “The Shackle,” to stop slaves from running
away, or the Slave Shopping Network.
There is much that Willmott does not attempt to
do directly in this film, but manages to succeed with
in any event. Despite depicting the Confederacy as
strong, essentially giving it the role of the United
States in our own world, Willmott manages to convey the impression that Canada is much stronger in
this world than in our own, in part due to its policy
of acceptance of American abolitionists and blacks,
but also because it has found itself in a state of hostility with the CSA throughout its existence.
At the end of the film, a short series of clips
shows what products actually existed. In addition,
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there are notes as to which actions shown in the
film were planned and which theories were espoused. Of course, planning the actions, such as the
invasion of South America, certainly doesn’t mean
they would have succeeded.
While the alternate history aspect of “C.S.A.:
The Confederate States of America” doesn’t really
hold up, the movie does, generally, work as a satire
on American race relations. Heavy-handed at times,
well, mostly heavy-handed, the satire does draw attention to areas in American culture where race still
plays a role, even as Willmott points out how much
worse things could be. The discrepancy between
race relations as depicted in the film and where
they are in real life only serves to focus on how
much better they could be.
Willmott’s film is entertaining, but not comfortable. It unapologetically throws the inherent
racism of American society in the viewer’s face
without offering any suggestions for solutions.
Even when exposing America’s racist past, the film
does so in a way which points out that racism is still
prevalent in a variety of ways.
Notes:
1.

2.

Following a buy-out by Colgate-Palmolive in
1985, this toothpaste was rebranded as “Darlie.”
Now Biggerhair Tobacco.
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Forbidden Planet, Two-Disc 50th Anniversary Special Edition
DVD Review by Christopher J. Garcia

The 1950s: the Golden Age of Science Fiction
Film. There’s no question that the decade that gave
us The Day The Earth Still, When Worlds Collide and
The Thing From Another World would have to be considered the Golden Age. Most of the great films of
that period have been released on DVD, but Forbidden Planet had not been given a worthy release until
now! This 50th anniversary edition of Forbidden is
gorgeous, well-appointed and delightful.
There’s a lot to say about Forbidden Planet. It’s
The Tempest, more or less, set in on a planet where a
long-ago species left a few tantalizing bits of technology that a scientist named Morbius (Walter Pidgeon) wonders over. A team from Earth lands on the
world and ends up finding out why it’s called Forbidden Planet. The plot isn’t the real draw here, it’s
the visual setting and theme.
Honestly, a lot of the films of the 1950s don’t
age well, and on the level of plot and characters,
Forbidden Planet lacks the depth of more modern
science fiction films. There’s the serious and strange
scientist, the beautiful daughter, the noble and
strong captain and the drunk cook. None of those
character types would be taken seriously today if
presented as flatly as they are here. Now, that’s not
a knock; that’s not the point of the film. The point of
the film is mankind’s hidden destructive side and
the ways in which increased technology only allows that secret Shiva in all of us to become more
physically destructive. It’s extremely effective.

Here, there’s all ages of earlier science fiction and
fantasy represented. There’s Rapuccini’s Daughter
in the relationship between Altaira (Anne Francis)
and Dr. Morbius, there’s every E.E. Smith story represented by the stature of Commander John J.
Adams (Leslie Neilsen) and the Amazing covers
painted by Frank R. Paul and the Planetscapes of
Chesley Bonestell are the obvious inspiration for
the sets and matte paintings. The short-skirted,
barely-not-a-girl woman who is quickly duped into
kissing many a fool is there to represent one of the
longest standing traditions in misogynistic science
fiction stories. Forbidden Planet is a crash course in
the pre-1950 history of sci-fi.
The visuals are incredibly impressive in FP.
There’s no question that the last film that got such
strong reactions for its imagined setting would have
been the Melies films of the turn of the century. The
matte paintings are beautiful and the flying saucer
is exactly what the world of 1956 would have
thought a space-worthy ship should look like. The
quality of the transfer only makes these magnificent
mattes and effects look even more spectacular. The
production was state of the art for 1956, especially
Robby the Robot. Robbie cost $120,000 to build, more
expensive than many full sets that were being built
in the 1950s. It was the most expensive prop ever
constructed, and it would not go to waste. Robbie
showed up in other features and on television at various times. He really is a marvel, even today when he
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Warren Stevens & Jack Kelly
Director:
Fred M. Wilcox
Screenwriter:
Rated:
G
Number of Discs: 2
Studio:
Warner Home Video
Special Features: Additional scenes; Lost footage; Excerpts from The MGM
Parade TV Series; Two additional productions starring Robby
the Robot: 1958 MGM feature film The Invisible Boy and The
Thin Man TV series episode “Robot Client”; Turner Classic
Movies original documentary “Watch the Skies!: Science
Fiction, the 1950s and Us”; Featurettes: “All-new Amazing!
Exploring the Far Reaches of Forbidden Planet” & “Robby the
Robot: Engineering a Sci-Fi Icon”; & Sci-Fi movie trailer gallery.
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should seem as quaint as fins on Chevys, he’s still
quite effective.
The film is only one part of the package. The entire thing is stuffed with extra features and touches
that really make the DVD set worthwhile. There are
deleted scenes, which are pretty rare in films of this
age since they were seldom preserved. There are also
test shots of some effects on the first disk which really round out the whole experience. As a guy who
has had to deal with films that feature a lot of computer effects, it was great to watch the old-timers do
it their way. Also included is an episode of Lost in
Space featuring Robby.
The second disk contains the second feature that
Robby appeared in, The Invisible Boy. It’s not nearly
as good as Forbidden Planet, but it’s still entertaining.
Coupled with that are several pieces of a Turner
Classic Movies channel documentary series that ex-

plores science fiction through interviews with people like Steven Spielberg, James Cameron, Joe Dante,
John Carpenter and John Landis. In addition, there’s
a special on just Forbidden Planet that features many
of the same names, plus folks like LA Fan Bill Warren which adds a bit of depth. Then there’s a doc just
on Robby which is the most fun of all as it features
the original co-designer, a guy who builds replicas
and more. This third one is easily the best of them as
it’s the most focused and, in all honesty, Robby is really the only one that matters.
Overall, this DVD set is well-worth purchasing,
even if you bought an earlier version. Having seen
Forbidden Planet many times, I can say that it’s a great
film that you should watch whenever modern sci-fi
starts to get you down. In addition, The Invisible Boy
and all the documentary extras make it a package
that is irresistible to the science fiction film fan.

Infinite Crisis, by Greg Gox
Book Review by Hawk

Intrigued by the notion of DC Comic’s Infinite
Crisis comic series, where they almost universally
rewrote their continuity? Wish you could read the
story as an interwoven whole, rather than as multiple series? Greg Cox’s (Daredevil novelization,
ST:TNG Q-Space: The Q Continuum 1-3) novelization
of the series has made that possible. Unfortunately,
his writing epitomizes much of what was prosaic &
uninspired about the Infinite Crisis series, and shows
little of the writing flare that creators like Greg
Rucka or Geoff Johns can bring to a project.
Infinite Crisis is DC Comics’s reworking of their
own convoluted continuity. It builds upon the work
started in 1985 with Crisis on Infinite Earths, and explores the questions “Have the heroes lost their
way? Are they too dark, too fanatical, too believing
in their own righteousness?” Some of the time-lost
heroes that were left over from Crisis on Infinite
Earths believe that they have. These heroes search
and manipulate the heroes & villains of Earth Prime
to help them create the perfect Earth not wrested by
the darkness that has permeated Earth Prime’s heroes. In their blind righteousness, the ends justify
their means.
Cox has written a credible novelization of the
major plotlines from the Infinite Crisis comic books.
Some FantastIc
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There was a surfeit of plotlines running throughout
the entire DC universe, and he has proven himself
able to pull all these details into a cohesive whole. In
fact, he has improved various plotlines with judicious trimming. In the comics, Power Girl has three
confusing encounters with the villain Psycho-Pirate.
In the novel, these convoluted encounters were
merged together, which kept the plot moving forward. This tightening only improved the story.
His writing, however, cannot overcome the lack
of art. Comics are a visual medium. Drawing a character that is the size of a planet or another that is a
sentient large eyeball in a green uniform is easy. Describing them in prose is more difficult, however,
and this is where Cox lacks. He has been given a storyline with a cast of thousands, few of whom are
Infinite Crisis

Author: Greg Cox
ISBN-10: 0441014445
Publisher: Ace
Release date: October, 2006
$15.00, 384 pages, trade
paperback
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easy to describe in one or two words. It is already
difficult to keep track of all the players when one is
looking at an art spread; translating that to prose
means that many of the players are not as effectively
or obviously used. While I was able to visualize the
characters as I read, much of that was due to my
pre-existing comics knowledge rather than effective
prose descriptions.
Cox’s writing is uninspired. Some of that is not
his fault. Cox did not create the original Infinite Crisis series, and he can only massage the labyrinthine
plot into a cohesive whole, not change the storyline.
Additionally, as this writer can attest from trying to
write this review, it’s exceedingly difficult to explain
complex comic concepts & characters with long histories in one or two lines without sounding like a

fool. Despite that, much of this book reads like a
translation from the original comics; “…Unearthly
black crystals lined the walls of the grotto. He let go of the
power cable that he had just yanked from its socket.” (pg
173). This bland writing overshadows any enjoyment that’s derived from the compacted storylines.
As stated in my review of the Infinite Crisis
comic series in the Winter 2006 (Vol 2, Issue 2, pg 2224) issue of Some Fantastic, this novelization – like
the original comics that preceded it – is not for the
random person off the street. There is too much detail, too much continuity, and too much understanding of the minutiae of the DC universe needed
to make this book truly understandable. Unless
you’re a dedicated fan, I would recommend giving
this book a pass.

Empire, by Orson Scott Card
Book Review by Matthew Appleton

The last Presidential elections took place just 2½
years ago, but already it seems like an eternity since
pundits droned incessantly about the deep ideological schism that theoretically afflicted America. There
was talk of a permanent Red State vs. Blue State divide and maps showing the United States and
Canada redrawn as “Jesusland” and the “United
States of Canada.” For full disclosure, I found himself caught up in the hyperbole and stated under a
pseudonym on my blog that I was putting the
United States on “double-secret probation” (yes, I
was sadly channeling Dean Wormer from the eponymous Faber College) until the 2006 elections. Thankfully, those elections showed how silly much of that
talk was—the American people showed that much
of the rhetoric from the political talking heads was
nothing more than talk. Unfortunately, they made
Orson Scott Card’s new novel, Empire, feel dated just
as it was hitting bookstores.
But I’m getting a little ahead of myself.
Those who have followed Card’s own political
views over the past few years will find it no surprise
that much of the events in the novel are seen primarily through the eyes of characters who harbor views
similar to his own predominantly conservative ones.
The novel starts with an account of a mission led by
Captain Reuben Malich in a village in an un-named
country that’s almost assuredly Iraq. He and his SpeSome FantastIc

cial Operations team are trying to route out a suspected nearby terrorist cell. Immediately, the slant to
Card’s writing is apparent; Malich and his team know
these are terrorists. There’s no discussion as to
whether this animosity between the villagers and
these soldiers might be based on sectarian or tribal
differences, or even if they’re insurgents reacting to
an unwanted American presence—they’re simplistically labeled with the boogey-man label applied by
our current administration to anyone who attacks
American forces. Malich’s mission succeeds, and as
a result he receives a promotion to Major and as part
of it is sent to college both to further his education
and career.
Again, while showing seminal moments in
Malich’s education, Card serves up more standard
conservative talking points. “Princeton University
was just what Reuben expected it to be—hostile to
everything he valued, smug and superior and utterly
closed-minded. In fact, exactly what they thought the
military was.” (p. 21) Were told that Malich believes
that he’s not as “bigoted” as his fellow students, but
as proof the only things we actually see him change
his opinion on are military men such as Eisenhower
and McArthur. In other words, his worldview never
changes either: “he was really getting a doctorate in
self-doubt and skepticism, a Ph.D. in the rhetoric and
beliefs of the insane left.” (p. 22) Clearly, there is no
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such thing as a “sane left” on a university campus.
But that’s not the only reason Malich is at Princeton: Card is moving the plot along while Malich is
busy confirming the conservative view of the university system. While at college, Malich encounters
Professor Averell Torrent—a man who argues that
America is on the cusp of moving from republic to
empire, just as Rome was in the first century BC.
Through their in-class arguments over whether
America could make that transition without another
Civil War (or even if such a transition should occur),
Torrent and Malich come to respect one and another.
After their last class together, Torrent proves to
Malich that he is some sort of covert government operative with access to classified information and convinces Malich to agree to take part in future top
secret operations for the government.
Torrent is good to his word, and after college
Malich does find himself working on such operations in addition to his day job at the Pentagon. Unfortunately, Malich finds his research on potential
methods terrorists might use to assassinate the President in DC is put to use in almost exactly the manner he suggested. While he finds this out in enough
time to attempt to abort it, he is unsuccessful. Malich
then quickly finds himself on the run as the political
and military situation in DC deteriorates and people
start looking to make him the fall guy in the aftermath. Luckily, he has a team of individuals he can
rely on to help protect him and find out what went
wrong: his wife, Cecily—a former Congressional
staffer for the Speaker of the House who was sworn
in as Commander in Chief after the President and
Vice President were killed—the Special Operations
men formerly under his command in that Iraq-like
country at the beginning of the novel, and Captain
Bartholomew Coleman, his very recently appointed
assistant at the Pentagon. They work together to figure out who supplied Malich’s plan to the terrorists
responsible for the attack, while at the same time the
new administration considers declaring martial law.
Concurrently, an organization called the Progressive
Restoration takes up arms and attempts to overthrow a “radical right wing” administration it believes is both illegitimate and attempting to impose
a full-fledged dictatorship on the United States.
I wish I were making this up.
Both the scenario and much of the novel itself
reads like a conservative’s nightmare of how far the
Some FantastIc

left might go in order to dispose of the President. In
fact, Aldo Veras, the head of the Progressive Restoration, is clearly a thinly fictionalized version of
George Soros, the billionaire who donated over $23
million to the Democrats in an effort to deny President Bush’s re-election in 2004. The notion that he
(either the fictional or real Soros, it doesn’t matter)
would spend millions of dollars preparing a completely secret, private militia for a time when the
“radical right wing” might attempt to overthrow the
Republic strikes me as paranoid delusion. The added
notion that cities such as San Francisco and Santa
Monica would pass resolutions supporting the Progressive Restoration and legislatures in Blue States
would debate similar legislation sounds equally absurd. Card attempts to make the whole scenario
seem plausible by somehow tying many of its key
figures to Torrent, but the notion that there are liberals/progressives as militant as Card suggests is just
plain preposterous.
To be fair, Card softens the rhetoric by portraying a couple liberals in a positive light. Cecily is a liberal Democrat, and gets to make an impassioned
defense of liberals just after the Progressive Restoration takes Manhattan. We also get to meet a Washington Post reporter who, despite Coleman’s fears
about the liberal mainstream media, keeps his word
when he promises a balanced article after Malich offers to give an exclusive interview so that he can
have his version of events out in the open before
anyone can attempt to somehow pin the assassinations on him. The problem is that these are the only
two liberal voices; the rest of the time we are treated
to the views of individuals who lampoon and lambaste liberals throughout the book. Card compounds
this sin in the Afterword to Empire, in which he
claims that liberals and conservatives are equally to
blame for the toxic political discourse (quick, attempt
to name two well-known liberal political talking
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heads as caustic as Bill O’Reilly, Ann Coulter, Sean
Hannity and Rush Limbaugh who are also on television and radio as often as they are) and by making
some of the same inaccurate generalizations of liberals that many of the characters in the book engage
in (it was news to me that the Left controlled the federal courts—case in point: two of the Supreme Court
justices were appointed by Democrats).
The political worldview espoused by many of
the characters in Empire make the novel very much a
product of its moment in American history, but as its
name suggests, however, the book is about more
than just a Red State-Blue State divide. Empire is also
a meditation on the notion that the United States is
the modern Roman Empire—a notion also discussed
by numerous historians and pundits during most of
the past decade. Card pointedly includes a conversation between Malich and Torrent in which they
discuss where the United States might be headed in
this regard—a conversation that presents a couple
different possible projections. History’s view of the

LETTERS OF COMMENT

I have been reading the past few issues of Some
Fantastic at your website, and enjoying them. The
Elizabeth Bear interview was very interesting. Anybody
whose family’s influences are Jack Vance, Cordwainer
Smith, Poul Anderson, Joanna Russ, Joan Vinge and
Peter Beagle should be worth reading. I had thought her
part of the “military sf/cyberpunk” school from the
titles/cover art of her trilogy, and a review at SFRevu which
stated “Hammered is a tough, gritty novel sure to appeal to
fans of Elizabeth Moon and David Weber.” But perhaps I
should reconsider her now as more than a one-trick writer,
especially since the review of The Chains That You Refuse
was very enticing indeed.
Speaking of reviews, they were nicely-written and
enlightening. Thanks for a good issue, and I look forward
to the next one.
Bob Sabella
bsabella@optonline.net

Editor’s Note: Thanks for the kind words. I understand the
temptation to pigeon-hole a relatively new author based
on just one review and/or their first few novels, but it can
be a tricky proposition. As discussed briefly in the interview, Ms. Bear has a fantasy series underway and her
most recent novel, Carnival, is a novel of diplomacy and
subterfuge. Similarly, John Scalzi, another author whose
first couple books appealed greatly to fans of the military
SF subgenre, recently released The Android’s Dream, a
book whose first chapter is one extended fart joke—as
noted in my review appearing in this issue—and has little
Some FantastIc

current American Empire remains to be written, but
it seems clear that how we emerge from the nearly
constant string of foreign military engagements that
took place under the previous Presidential administration and continue under our current President
will primarily dictate that judgment. Interestingly,
Card depicts Cecily noticing a parallel between Torrent and Hari Seldon from Isaac Asimov’s Foundation series. I guess that if you believe, as Card does,
that “we are creating for ourselves a new dark age,”
(p. 347) the need for a Seldon-esque prophet must
seem tantalizing.
As I finished this novel, the book that kept coming to mind was C. M. Kornbluth’s The Syndic. Better
known for his short stories and The Space Merchants,
his classic collaboration with Frederik Pohl, Syndic
seems like an afterthought in his bibliography. Empire will probably become Card’s Syndic—a novel addressing notions of government that seems relatively
minor when compared to the classic work he has already written.
to do with the subgenre he broke into SF with.
Far be it for me to correct my illustrious editor {grin},
but I wanted to correct some of your assumptions from your
Editorial, “The Joys of Copyright” in the Fall, 2006 issue.
First, referring to the extension of copyright law; since
1998 no copyrights have expired in the US to put works in
the public domain. Much of this is blamed on “The Mouse,”
and some of this is their fault. The copyright for Mickey
Mouse was due to expire in 2003, with other Disney characters due to fall into public domain a few years later. Disney had a huge incentive to push for the Copyright Term
Extension Act of 1998 aka the Sonny Bono Copyright Term
Extension Act.
However, Disney is not the only reason why works
are being held away from public domain. The European
Union, when harmonizing their copyright laws, choose the
German laws as their basis. Germany had some of the
most draconic laws, which was life plus 70 years. One of
the (somewhat valid) arguments when the copyright was
extended in the US, was that if we did not respect EU
copyrights (as works would be in public domain here but
not in the EU), they might not respect our copyrights at
all. While I am unsure if that was just a scare tactic or a legitimate threat, the point was taken and helped work in
Disney’s favor.
Additionally, regarding works going “back” into public
domain; when the EU harmonized their copyright laws,
some publications in Europe were removed from the public domain, specifically “R they applied to works which
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were protected in at least one Member State on 1995-0701, although most Member States chose to apply them to
all works which would qualify on the basis of the protection terms, regardless of protection elsewhere: this approach is much simpler for national courts to apply, as they
do not have to consider foreign laws.” (see
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Directive_harmonizing_the_
term_of_protection_of_copyright_and_certain_related_
rights#Retroactivity>) The case law on this is “Butterfly
Music Srl v Carosello Edizioni Musicali e Discografiche Srl
(CEMED) (Case C-60/98), OJ no. C246 of 28 August 1999,
p. 5; ECR (1999) I-03939.” (see <http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Directive_harmonizing_the_term_of_protection_of_
copyright_and_certain_related_rights#endnote_Butterfly>)
However, your supposition that the MST3K DVDs
were pulled due to copyright issues could still be correct.
After the Uruguay Round Agreements, US copyright law
was changed for works published outside of the US, which
hadn’t had the same protections as US works. Cornell University has a great chart for what goes into (or went into)
copyright when at http://www.copyright.cornell.edu/training/Hirtle_Public_Domain.htm . Pay special attention to the
section entitled “WORKS PUBLISHED OUTSIDE THE US”
and the footnotes, which explain much of how foreign
copyright works in the US, and states (footnote 11): “It had
long been assumed that failure to comply with US formalities placed these works in the public domain in the US
and, as such, were subject to copyright restoration under
URAA (see note 9).”
The copyright laws have changed since MST3K first
aired. If they used any foreign works under the assumption that they were in the public domain, you’re right, they
would have to pull the works if they couldn’t come to an
agreement with the rights holder.
This letter is long, but as an information professional
I’m obligated to correct your mistaken assumptions about
copyright. Don’t worry, though—I’ll continue to cede my
copyright over to the ‘zine to make it easier to reprint
things. {wink}

a fan of the show and as a consumer, this sort of confusion
is downright frustrating.
Once again, I really enjoyed this issue. The interview
with Elizabeth Bear was quite interesting, and I never
realized before how young she is! Her brief retelling of
growing up in a reading environment is more proof for my
dissertation research: that aliteracy (the complete or partial
lack of an able reader’s motivation to read) can be
attributable in part to a child’s home environment. Still, I
wouldn’t let a child read some of the books Ms. Bear read
at a tender young age. But it sounds like she came out of
it alright. I may have to add some of her books to my
reading list.
Silly question here: I didn’t see anywhere in here that
she’s related to Greg Bear. Is she? (If this question sounds
really stupid, chalk it up to my general lack of knowledge
about recent sf&f authors—as in, say, the last fifteen years
or so.)
Of all of the books you reviewed in this issue, I may
have to find a copy of the Worldcon Guest of Honor
Speeches just for the heck of it. I was at MidAmeriCon and
heard Robert A. Heinlein’s speech, but I cannot remember
any details of it since it seemed so rambling and disjointed.
If anybody is interested, go to Ted White’s column in Pixel
#6 to get an idea of what RAH’s topic(s) was/were. Other
than that, this book sounds like an interesting way to relive
the past - if it was really worth reliving! Certain parts, sure,
but for the most part, forget it!
Many thanks again, and I liked watching Brothers

Hawk
email address withheld by request

As I said in the editorial, I knew I was horribly oversimplifying when I wrote it—mostly because I had a finite
amount of space to work with—and I left out the part about
the European Union, which I was vaguely aware of. I know
that US changed its law so as to standardize our own with
Europe (the World Trade Organization all but demanded
we do so), but I still think that European law was changed
to accomodate corporate interests (maybe not Disney per
se, but the same idea).
Having said all that, I do believe that there are areas
of copyright law that have become muddled at best. Best
Brains, the holding company that controls the rights to
MST3K, has been very diligent in trying to address all the
rights issues surrounding putting each episode out on
DVD. Yet, the sudden withdrawal of the Volume 10 collection is not the first time an episode (or episodes) was released and then suddenly withdrawn from the market. As
Some Fantastic
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Editorial: The Missing Issue

Publications of all types change publishing schedules for a variety of reasons—it’s a function of popularity, strength and amount of available material and
resources at the disposal of the editors and publishers.
Unfortunately, external events having nothing to do with
the actual production of a periodical can also adversely
affect those stated schedules; in some cases they can
cause the delay or, worse still, the skipping on issue.
Some Fantastic has experienced one of those
events.
The five months since the last issue went online
have not been very accommodating in regards to my
getting work done on this issue. About a month after I
posted it to the website, I found myself in the hospital
for a week with viral meningitis. This hospital stay coincided with a series of worsening anxiety attacks, which
culminated in the episode that indirectly led to the diagnosis that gained my admission to a private room. I was
in no position to work on anything related to the ‘zine
during the month of December.
Unfortunately, as that month ended, Cheryl lost her
job, thus leading to immediate belt-tightening in the
(continued on next page)
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Editorial: Delayed Reaction

(continued from page 35)

Appleton household. To throw matters into further disarray, I started in a new career with a new employer,
which altered my usual schedule and resulted in my
needing a few weeks to establish new routines to my
day and determine the pattern that allowed me to finish
work on Some Fantastic.
By the start of February, it appeared that I would finally get the Winter, 2007 issue online, albeit a month
late. However, fortune again decided to cause difficulties in my performing the work needed to properly write
for, edit and compile the issue. Just as I started said
work, a pipe burst in our basement, thus providing us
with a new indoor water park and an ice skating rink in
our backyard. Fortunately, nothing truly valuable was
damaged, but the fallout still hasn’t dissipated—as this
issue goes online, most of our belongings from the
basement are scattered elsewhere around the house
while the insurance company drags its feet in repairing
all the water damage.
So here we are with just a week left in March and
just now getting the new issue online. Given that it’s two
months late and the date on the calendar, I decided to
“cancel” the Winter, 2007 issue and put the Spring, 2007
issue online a month early. I am also altering the established publishing schedule. Some Fantastic will remain a
quarterly for now, but I am resetting the publication dates
to now occur in March, June, September and December.
I’d like to believe this sort of hiccup won’t happen
again. Thankfully, Cheryl found new employment, the finances have restabilized, and I’ve determined how to
rearrange my schedules to provide me with the time to
resume working on Some Fantastic in my usual fashion. However, the last few months have shown me that
you can never assume that you will always be able to
find the time for everything that’s important to you.
Looking ahead to the next issue, I’m really hoping
for something special. The same woes that delayed
publication of an issue for two months also prevented
me from performing an author interview; hopefully, I’ll
have one lined up in time for June. Additionally, the
delay means that we have a larger (and hopefully more
fertile) pool of DVDs and books to draw our reviews
from. I plan to see a return to least two feature pieces
and also think I finally convinced Cheryl to provide some
of her comedic writing talents to the ‘zine.
Thanks to everyone—especially the contributors of
this issue who waited to see their work in print—for their
patience while Issue #11 finally came together. I certainly hope to make sure this sort of delay never happens again.
—Matthew
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Grimm; I thought it was very enjoyable in a “suspension of
disbelief” kind of way. A different, fun take on the authors
in question.
All the best,
John Purcell
In a Prior Lifetime
j_purcell54@yahoo.com

When you mentioned, “I wouldn’t let a child read some
of the books Ms. Bear read at a tender young age,” it reminded me of how my teenage years coincided with the
PMRC and the furor of record labelling. I’m not going to
start a discussion over what is appropriate, but I do find
rather amusing the variances in what teens (and some
younger children) may access without parental supervision
in regards to the different forms of media. Just as an example, teens have access to plenty of books whose movie
adaptations are rated “R.” Without stating my own personal
views on the matter, I do think that such inconsistency
sends a mixed message.
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